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Argenta logging protesters’ day in court delayed to August or September
its own civil prosecution.
Scheffelmaier and the defendants’
lawyer, Noah Ross, agreed to arrange
with court administration to set a new
date in August or September for that
application. In less than 30 minutes,
the protesters’ court appearance was
over.
After the hearing, one of the
defendants, Miguel Pastor, said he
was confident he’d be exonerated if
the Crown pursues the case.
“I do believe the Crown will
hold the case to a higher standard,
and won’t go ahead with pursing the
cases which were obviously unlawful
for those like myself who were not
blocking the road,” he says.

Charter or International Human
Rights Law.”
The policy complaint comes
with statements from more than 20
witnesses to the police raid.
The complaint asks the RCMP’s
watchdog to launch a full investigation
into the implementation of the
exclusion zone and a series of what
it called “unlawful arrests” by the
RCMP at Grouse Camp on May 17.

The groups that jointly made the
complaint include Last Stand West
Kootenay, the Autonomous Sinixt,
BC Civil Liberties Association, the
Wilderness Committee, Lawyers’
Rights Watch Canada, Mount Willet
Wilderness Forever, From the Hearth
Kootenays and Fridays for Future
Nelson.
The protesters are trying to stop
the logging of 6,200 hectares of forest

on the Argenta-Johnsons Landing
Face, on the northeast shore of
Kootenay Lake. The Autonomous
Sinixt and Lower Kootenay Bands
have both called for a halt to logging
and for environmental protection for
the area. A broadly supported local
group, Mount Willet Wilderness
Forever, has been calling for the face
to be added to the Purcell Wilderness
Conservancy for several years.
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by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
A group of 19 protesters opposed
to logging on the Argenta-Johnsons
Landing Face had a brief court
appearance in Nelson earlier this
month, and were told they would be
resummoned before the bench, likely
in August.
Seventeen of the defendants,
members or supporters of Last Stand
West Kootenay, face charges of civil
contempt of court for participating in
or observing a protest that blocked
Salisbury Creek Forest Service
Road in the spring. That action
allegedly violated a 2019 court order,
prompting the RCMP’s notorious
Community-Industry Response
Group (C-IRG) to send 30 officers to
dismantle the protest camp on May
17 and arrest participants.
Two other defendants, Mick
Grabowsky and Eloise Charet, were
arrested June 1 in a further protest.
About 50 people gathered outside
the Nelson courthouse July 19 to
support the defendants, but it turned
out little happened that morning.
The lawyer for the logging
company, Cooper Creek Cedar,
said they needed more time to serve
papers to all the defendants. They
also said they would apply to the
court to have the Crown take over
prosecution of the case, turning it
from a civil contempt prosecution to
a criminal one.
Lawyer Matthew Scheffelmaier
asked the court to conduct a
preliminary assessment of what had
occurred, and to “invite” the Crown
to proceed against the defendants
with charges of criminal contempt.
If that request is denied, Cooper
Creek Cedar could still proceed with

Civil liberties violated

Meanwhile, the BC Civil
Liberties Association and seven
other groups have filed a joint
complaint against the RCMP for their
“egregious behaviour and unlawful
arrests” during the May 17 raid of
the protest area at Grouse Camp near
Argenta.
Noah Ross, who represented
the accused at the July 19 hearing
in Nelson, filed the complaint with
the chair of the Civilian Review
and Complaints Commission for the
RCMP in Ottawa, on behalf of the
Argenta arrestees.
“In making these arrests, the
C-IRG unit of the RCMP violated
protected rights to association,
assembly, expression, liberty, to
participate in public affairs and
freedom from arbitrary deprivation
of liberty,” the complaint reads. “The
arrests failed to comply with Canada’s
domestic and international human
rights law duties to ensure freedom
from arbitrary arrests and detention
that cannot be justified under the

An unidentified supporter speaks with Mick Grabowsky, one of the 19 defendants facing charges related to the Argenta Face logging protest,
before the July 19 court proceedings in Nelson.
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2022 wildfire season kicks off late, but with vigour
thunderstorm system, which brought
more lightning than rain between the
21st and 24th.
As the Valley Voice went to
press Monday, there were nine fires
burning in the readership area, which
includes the Arrow Lakes, Slocan
Valley and North Kootenay Lake.
Most were spot fires, a hectare or
smaller, caused by lightning strikes.
None were threatening residences
or structures at press time.
Most of the fires are in one big

cluster, on and around Frog Peak in
the Norns Range, west of the Slocan
Valley community of Passmore.
There, as of Monday, six small fires
are burning – one listed as under
control, one new, and six out of
control. The BC Wildfire Service
assigned two initial attack crews
and two helicopters to work on this
cluster in what it calls a “priority
sequence” – meaning fires closest
to communities are prioritized first.
A new spot fire was also reported
at Winlaw Creek southeast of the
community.
Firefighters were making
headway on some of the fires. The
Cove Creek fire in Valhalla Provincial
Park was listed as extinguished,
as were two east of Winlaw and
one northwest of Ainsworth, in
Kokanee Park. A half-hectare fire
near Whatshan Lake was considered
under control.
Other fires in the region include
one at Mount Ferguson, about five
kilometres south of Harrop; the
Halfway Creek fire east of Salmo,
the Wally Creek fire north of that
community, and the Wales Forest
Service Road fire well east of

Rossland.
Despite having three times the
number of fires of other regions,
the late-starting fire season did give
firefighters one advantage, the fire
service says.
“The Southeast had increased
preparedness levels ahead of time,
with additional crews and aviation
resources prepared for the forecast
storm activity in advance,” says
a release from the BCWS issued
Sunday. “Resource levels in the
Southeast remain adequate for the
current and anticipated conditions.”
And with nothing but sun and

heat warning-level temperatures in
the forecast, the BCWS says it very
much is expecting more work ahead.
“As temperatures are forecast to
increase to above seasonal norms,
we expect to find new fires from this
weather pattern in the coming days,”
the release says.
Since April 1, there have been
47 fires covering 67 hectares in
the Southeast Fire Centre. The
fire danger rating in the Southeast
Fire Centre on Monday was a mix
of moderate and high with small
pockets of extreme in the Kootenay
Lake and Arrow zones.
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by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
A series of storm cells moving
across the West Kootenay late last
week sparked the first outbreak of
forest fires in the region this year –
and with a week of hot, dry weather
forecast, more are expected to come.
Like everything else this summer
of 2022, the fire season started late.
The Southeast Fire Centre was the
busiest region in the province earlier
this week, with 25 fires started by the
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SPECIES AT RISK (SAR)

SAR are the plants, animals and
ecosystems that may disappear without
intervention. Red listed: species at risk of
being lost. Blue listed: species of special
concern. BC has the most biological
diversity in Canada and the highest
number of animals and plants at risk of
extinction, but an Endangered Species
Act promised in 2017 is nowhere in sight.
A plume of smoke can be seen rising from one of the six spot fires burning in the Frog Peak
complex on the morning of July 25. BC Wildfire Service crews are tackling the fires in order of
their proximity to the nearest Slocan Valley community – Passmore. None of the fires, however,
were threatening any residential or other structures at press time Monday.
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New book reveals flaws of legalized cannabis industry
by Art Joyce
If you thought cannabis legalization
in Canada was a victory, think again.
The picture is much more complicated,
assert the editors and writers of The
High North: Cannabis in Canada,
published by UBC Press. Inconsistent
regulation from province to province;
‘pump and dump’ stock schemes that
have made some fabulously wealthy
while collapsing entire companies; poor
workplace conditions that include high
worker exposure to toxic chemicals; and
a double standard of law enforcement that
favours corporate cannabis producers are
just a few of the issues that have emerged
since the federal government fully
legalized cannabis in 2018.
For these and other reasons, state
editors Andrew D. Hathaway and
Clayton J.S. McCann in the Introduction,
“it is our position that legalization is
a pyrrhic victory, a win that inflicts
a devastating toll on the victor, one
tantamount to a defeat.” The entire
edifice of legalization in Canada was
founded upon a government narrative
that went something like this: The
illicit marijuana trade was dominated
by organized crime, creating dangers to
cannabis users both from violence and
chemically adulterated bud. By bringing
cannabis production under government
licensing and production standards, the
argument went, we’ll ensure the public

is provided with a clean, high-quality
product with minimum potential for
harm.
As things have turned out since
2018, little of this has proven true.
Indeed, some of these premises are
patently false. The organized crime link
was at best a bureaucratic myth fostered
by police forces seeking to perpetuate
or increase drug war budgets. “In five
hundred investigations (1997–2005),
just 5 percent of grow-ops were linked
to organized crime or street gangs.” And
in terms of actual harm, a Canadian
substance use study concluded in 2018
that, “the costs and harms observed
for alcohol and tobacco exceeded
those attributable to all illegal drugs
combined.”
Some of the writers in The High
North work firsthand with addicted
populations. Despite the continued
success observed in cannabis use
weaning people off harder drugs, patients
are still required to run a government
gauntlet in order to legally obtain medical
marijuana. This is due in part to a
persistent reluctance amongst scientists
to study cannabis through the lens of
potential health benefits rather than
potential harms. Thus, recent studies
claiming that heavy cannabis use can
lead to psychosis or developmental
harm in adolescent users has thrown a
distinctly Reefer Madness-era haze over

the health implications.
Yet the government’s stated
concern for the health of cannabis users
rings hollow. The inherent problems
of industrial-scale production when
thousands of plants are crowded together
indoors, such as mould and pests,
have meant that Licensed Producers
(LPs) have resorted to heavy chemical
use. Cannabis is an “accumulator
plant,” McCann explains, meaning
that it accumulates everything in its
environment, “and these substances
remain in the plant, influencing all
future development…” Thus, any use
of pesticides, herbicides or chemical
fertilizers is bound to contaminate the
end product and create health risks
for users. Licensed producers such
as Mettrum were found to be using
the banned fugicide Myclobutanil, to
name only one chemical used. Not
only does Health Canada permit LPs
to use 20 or more chemicals besides
“highly toxic fertilizers,” it looked the
other way when illegal chemicals were
used by some LPs. It was a revelation
to learn in this book that many LPs
also irradiate their cannabis in order to
reach government-mandated maximums
for mould spores. McCann, who had
worked in the cannabis industry prior
to legalization, has a special concern for
the toxic exposure of workers in these
new industrial-scale grow-ops. Still, he

observes, “the health of workers in the
industry does not appear to be a matter
of concern for regulators.”
And in terms of governmentlicensed cannabis producers somehow
holding to a higher moral code than the
supposed “organized crime” producers
of yesteryear, this too has proven false.
As with the turn-of-the-century dot.
com bubble or the junk mortgage scam
of 2008, as soon as licences were given
and cannabis corporations floated on
the stock market, scam artists appeared.
“Canadian securities regulators found
that 25 newly registered medical cannabis
companies were misleading investors,”
notes Michael Devillaer. Cannabis stocks
surged and then collapsed in value,
putting some companies out of business.
Already by November 2014, “Health
Canada issued citations to 20 separate
licensed producers for continuing
illegal advertising practices…” Two
companies, Aphria and MedReleaf,
exploited Canadian veterans by grossly
overcharging them for medical cannabis
covered under medicare. The unethical
behaviour extended to the product itself;
in the first six months after legalization
Health Canada issued 11 recall alerts
from nine different producers.
So then, what is the way forward?
Hathaway and McCann have a vision
for a healthier, more sustainable cannabis
industry in Canada. They envision a

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Inconsistent and contradictory
agricultural regulations towards
cannabis have hampered efforts to
transition legacy growers to the legal
industry, a new report states.
A briefing paper produced by the
Kootenay Cannabis Council (KCC)
in June calls on the Province to clear
up the problematic legislation and
regulations to allow the industry to
reach its potential.
“The inconsistent interpretation
of cannabis cultivation as agriculture
means that the default response is to
bar cannabis cultivators from accessing
various programs that provide
support to farmers, from technical
to financial,” notes the briefing
paper, titled ‘Cannabis cultivation is
agriculture.’ “It has also given tacit
permission to some local governments
to exclude cannabis cultivation from
their agricultural zones, resulting in
additional challenges for outdoor
cannabis cultivation.”
Provincial legislation has
several examples of inconsistent
or discriminatory exclusion of
cannabis, the briefing paper states.
The Assessment Act explicitly excludes
cannabis cultivation as a ‘qualifying
agricultural use’ when determining if a
property is a farm; another provincial
act, governing food products, narrows
the definitions of ‘agricultural product’
and ‘food’ to the extent cannabis is not
included.
Classification inconsistencies
abound, the report notes. Tobacco is
mostly consumed by smoking, and
is considered an agricultural product.
Lavender is used as an aromatic or
essential oil -- not for consumption -and is also considered an agricultural

product. Alfalfa is both a food and a
soil amending agent, and growing it is
seen as agricultural activity. However,
the cultivation of cannabis, which can
be all those, is not an agricultural use.
While BC’s Ministry of Agriculture
recognizes and supports more than 200
products, cannabis is not one of them.
Local governments are left to define
for themselves if cannabis cultivation
should be zoned as agricultural, rural,
or light industrial, creating a patchwork
of different regulations across the
province. Cannabis cultivators are
explicitly excluded from support
programs for farmers, and can’t apply
for organic certification.
These red-tape issues have realworld consequences, the briefing
paper states.
“These inconsistencies create
uncertainty for the sector, exacerbating
an already unstable and challenging
regulatory and business environment
for cannabis licence holders,” the
report notes. “The financial impacts
are considerable: agricultural land
tends to be less expensive. In order to
avoid the uncertainty, some cultivators
may choose to locate on industrial or
commercial properties.”

have public policy that fosters thriving
businesses that produce the kind of
quality cannabis product grown by the
incredible master growers for which
our region is rightly famous.”
But Brynne warns of a bleak future
if small-scale, quality cultivators aren’t
encouraged, one where “The market
will continue to be dominated by massproduced, lower-quality product and
a few, very large, corporate players.”

have provincial and federal agencies
work better with the legacy industry.
He said the Province was going to
be introducing a ‘BC Bud’ label for
locally grown cannabis, which will
help distinguish the product in a
crowded market.
The council, however, has run
out of funds, and is currently in
hiatus. LeBlanc thanked the RDCK
for its support of the industry since
legalization.
The RDCK’s directors will be
bringing the KCC briefing paper
to the fall meeting of the Union
of BC Municipalities, and will be
calling for policy changes based on
the document’s recommendations. The
KCC has also distributed the briefing
paper to political leaders, agriculture
bureaucrats, and supporters and other
cannabis organizations.

Inconsistent regulation hampering cannabis industry growth, report says

Pre-legalization caution

The report’s author says much
of the legislation and regulation was
set up when there was still a lot of
uncertainty about the impact legal
cannabis would have.
“There was so much unknown
about how legalization would play out
and I am sympathetic that governments
were trying to prepare for various
eventualities,” agricultural consultant
Abra Brynne told the Valley Voice.
“However… by recognizing that craft
cannabis cultivators are legitimate
actors in the agricultural sector, we will

Solutions proposed

The briefing paper calls on
the Province to make changes to
the definitions in the Food and
Agricultural Products Classification
Act, Assessment Act regulations on
the definition of a farm, and include
cannabis as an agricultural activity in
all provincial policy, legislation and
programs.
“Cannabis is a huge part of our
economy here in the Kootenays,” Che’
LeBlanc, a member of the Kootenay
Cannabis Council, told the RDCK
board of directors meeting July 21. “If
we lose that opportunity, it will really
affect us all. I think it is extremely
important to reduce barriers to allow
our legacy community to transition and
continue to bring dollars to our region.”
LeBlanc noted the KCC had made
some important gains in efforts to

Smokey Creek Salvage
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3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

decentralized, local producer model
similar to craft breweries and vineyards,
whose products appeal to the evergrowing market for organically produced,
low environmental impact foods and
beverages. “Channeling billions of
dollars of cannabis revenue into smallscale farming ventures would spur rural
renewal,” they write. “A system of
appellations (much like the famous
wine-growing region of Champagne)
would help sustain rural economies
and local jobs – and even promote agritourism – in addition to reducing energy
consumption; protecting ecosystems,
soil, and the integrity of agricultural
products...” McCann also foresees an
end to the dominant indoor cultivation
model – a legacy of prohibition days
when grow-ops were forced indoors.
Cannabis is a highly resilient plant that
thrives outdoors, which also eliminates
the extreme expenses of lighting and
mould-defeating ventilation systems.
The editors do a fine job of
balancing academic and anecdotal
sources. McCann does this especially
well compared to some of the tinderdry chapters on policy analysis – a
necessary component of the book but
probably only of interest to policy
wonks. The High North thus covers
all relevant perspectives in the legal
cannabis industry: women entrepreneurs,
the First Nations experience, lifetime
cannabis activists such as Marc and
Jodie Emery, and front-line addiction
counselors, in addition to the sociological
and ethnographic studies.

SHELLEY BORTNICK,
MSW, RSW
Individual, couple and
family therapist
30 years experience

Offers counselling services involving
mental health (depression, anxiety,
etc.), addictions, grief and loss,
trauma and life transition issues.
For appointment, please call

250-265-3397

Rooms &
Suites

slocancityhotel.ca
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REPORTER

Part-time to start, with possible opportunity to move to full-time
Work from home or our New Denver office
Experience in community news reporting a definite asset
Email resume to valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca by July 30 at 5 pm
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OPINION

COVID

Most people grow gardens; some
people grow viruses. It beckons you to
know. It also beckons you to know what
happened to all the nose invasion results.
Angelica Herlihy
Grand Forks

Western red
cedar

Western red cedar is a major tree
of the Inland Temperate Rainforest. Its
needles are scale-like, opposite pairs,
in rows. Western red cedar has a very
strong sweet-smelling aroma. The seed
cones are egg-shaped, growing up to
one centimetre long. The bark is grey,
stringy, tearing off in long thin strips
on mature trees. It typically occurs at
low to mid elevations along the coast
and in the Inland Temperate Rainforest.
Western red cedar grows best in moist
to wet soils, with lots of nutrients. It is
very tolerant of shade and long-lived,
sometimes over 1,000 years. Western
red cedar mainly grows with western
hemlock and western white pine, and
occasionally with spruce or fir. These
forests have a lush undergrowth of ferns,
huckleberries, devil’s club, wild ginger,
and thimbleberries with a thick carpet of
mosses on the forest floor. The tree can be
used in various medicines. In the Sinixt
language, it is called ‘mxilp.’ Because of
its resistance to decay and insect damage,
the wood of large, fallen trees remains
sound for over 100 years.
Kyle Hicks
Krestova, Sinixt Territory

The sky is
falling!

But there is hope.
When it’s obvious that the
“vaccine” has killed more people
than COVID... and it turns out that
COVID was treatable all along...
and you notice that New York is not
yet under water... and cancer rates
are soaring while birth rates are
plummeting... and every time you turn
on the news another government has

crumbled... and your stocks are suddenly
worthless... and your social media
posts start getting deleted because your
opinion has become “wrongthink”…
and it turns out that the latest “virus”
is really a “vaccine” reaction... and the
lattices in the sky don’t look like clouds
anymore... and “green” farm policies
mean there is no food on the shelves...
and the real estate market collapses...
and things that “could never happen
here” suddenly do... and the laptop that
was “Russian disinformation” is now
front page news... and your children
aren’t learning anything in school... and
your paycheque won’t stretch to cover
both groceries and mortgage... and
government ministers are running for
cover... and even the mainstream media
has to start telling the truth... and all our
institutions are in shambles and civil
servants don’t bother showing up for
work... and your favourite philanthropists
turn out to be villains... and people
you thought were heroes are on a oneway trip to Guantanamo... and it feels
like your whole world is imploding...
Don’t panic. Make your way to one of
your friendly neighbourhood conspiracy
theorists, who will be happy to fill you
in on what has been going on while you
were sleeping.
Lisa Ross
Kaslo

Democracy
takes a hit

Just when we felt that the politics in
New Denver could sink no lower, you
can imagine our surprise when, upon
asking to come to council as a delegation,
we found out that you now need to fill
out a form. There are a few good things
about the form but it does put up a barrier
for those who are not comfortable with
paperwork, do not have a printer at home,
or can’t easily get to the office.
But that isn’t the issue, – it is
the RULES (not even Guidelines…
RULES)!!
We just about fell off our chairs
when we read:
Rule # 4: Individuals may not appear
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as delegations (wow, just wow!)
Rule #6: The Mayor or Chief
Administrative Officer may reject
a delegation request if it regards an
offensive subject, has already been
substantially presented to council in one
form or another, deals with a pending
matter following the close of a public
hearing, or is, or has been, dealt with in
a public participation process. (Back in
December, the Mayor and CAO could
have declined the delegation request
by the dog off-leash spokespeople and
prevented the voices of concerned
citizens from coming before council.)
Rule #9: Any questions to
delegations by members of Council will
seek only to clarify a material aspect of a
delegate’s presentation. (Is council being
muzzled??)
Rule #10: persons invited to speak
(you mean I need an invitation… what
an interesting choice of words).
So, there you have it. Democracy in
New Denver has taken a hit. Not a big
one – hardly even noticeable – but isn’t
that how all freedoms are both slowly
won and slowly eroded.
Now we wait. Will our delegation
request be accepted or declined… stay
tuned!
Danika Hammond, Heather Fox
and Kathy Hartman
New Denver

An allegory,
part I

There was once a ruler, who having
ruled amid dissenting voices for a period,
and assessing the public mood to be in
his favour, called an election. It was
not, mind you, the scheduled time for
an election, nor was it necessary. It did,
however, cost a great deal of money that
could have been better spent funding
child poverty, homelessness, and the
other issues that he had promised to
address.
And so the people were called
and somewhat more than half of them
obeyed, casting their ballots as proscribed
by law. Less than half of those were in
his favour, but by the law of the land,
the groupings allowed the ruler full
reign. His supremacy lasted only a short
while before he fell ill and had to resign.
The people would soon be without
a ruler – or would they? No, the law
of the land had measures for such
circumstances. His group chose another
leader and that leader became ruler for
the remaining years of the mandate.
The people had no voice in choosing
this leader. However, they could join
the group (thus increasing the numbers
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and filling its coffers with the required
‘donation’) which would allow them to
vote for the new leader. And some did.
The people, who had not
democratically elected this new leader,
were, nonetheless, safely governed. Was
safe governance more cherished by the
people than democratic process, even
the flawed process legally in sway
in their land? Or was this the time to
make changes that would ensure that
the ruler truly had the support of the
people, a process called ‘proportional
representation’ by some and which
had been promised by past leaders? Or
abandon the ‘party system’ with its ‘first
past the post’ policy altogether?
Kate O’Keefe
Kaslo

A bright future

Re: Rod Retzlaff’s letter, ‘More on
nuclear power,’ VV July 14, 2022. We
are on the brink of extinction due to
global warming and something like
nuclear power, which can take our
carbon emissions to zero, is met with
opposition. Do the opponents of nuclear
power have any plans that will actually
reduce global warming?
Solar and wind power are intermittent
and are not renewable energy. They are
replaceable energy. Every 25-30 years,
the solar panels and windmills have to
be replaced at enormous cost and may
end up at the dump because they are not
readily recyclable.
What we need is an enormous
amount of cheap energy. Cheap because,
as we can now see, expensive fuel makes
the cost of everything go up and up. Lack
of cheap energy will create a crisis.
The oil security crisis of the 1970s
spurred the building of nuclear reactors.
In the decade that followed, construction
started on 170 GW of nuclear power
plants (BC produces about 18 GW of
electricity a year). In Sweden, from 1970
to 1990, total carbon emissions were cut
by half. Sweden’s economy expanded by
50% and its electricity generation more
than doubled with the 12 reactors they
built. Other countries followed. France
built 56 reactors in 20 years and now has
70% lower carbon emissions per person
than in the US. Ontario with nine reactors
produces 60% of their electricity from
nuclear energy.
Carbon emissions can be cut
drastically with nuclear power. Anyone
who wants to see the climate change
problem solved should read A Bright
Future by Joshua Goldstein and Staffan
Qvist (See: brightfuturebook.com).
The book is easy to read and covers
all aspects of nuclear power including
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the phobias about it, the advances in
nuclear technology since 1990, and
waste disposal. The authors describe
how a build-out of nuclear power at half
the rate of the 1970-1990 build-out in
Sweden could eliminate fossil fuels from
electricity generation in 20 years.
I doubt a better solution exists.  
Ed Zak
Nakusp

Democracy

Definition of “democracy” from
the dictionary: Government in which
the PEOPLE hold the ruling power
either directly or through elected
representatives – majority rule.
John Horgan stood in front of a TV
camera and announced, “People are
in politics to make their friends rich.”
Unfortunately, he was speaking for
all Canadian politicians. This is NOT
democracy. Canadian politicians need a
lesson in democracy. Let us use gasoline
prices as a teaching aid. Provincially, it
was suggested that removing gasoline
taxes would make things easier for the
people of BC. John Horgan’s response
was to basically “flip the people of BC
the bird” or middle finger as it was and
is. He forgets he was elected to do as
we tell him, not to tell us what to do. So
we hold a referendum and, if it passes
with a simple majority, then taxes will
be removed from gasoline and diesel. If
this does not happen, then we start recall
proceedings.
Federally, we go to Petro-Can.
The people of Canada invested
billions of dollars for development of
domestic fossil fuels refined in Canada
for Canadians. It was sold to some
politician’s friend for less than 10 cents
on the dollar. Another referendum: If it
passes with a simple majority, the MPs
in government at this time will have
all their assets seized (wherever they
exist in the world). The assets will be
liquidated with the proceeds going to
Canadians. Then they will lose their
Canadian citizenship and spend the rest
of their lives working in a prison farm
for treason, providing food for Canadians
who believe in democracy. There will be
no courts, no judges, no lawyers, no jury,
just democracy: the will of the people.
The next such referendum will deal
with the sale of Canada’s wheat pool to
Arabia. Many thanks to Putin and the
fate of Ukrainian wheat, Canadians can
now realize the true value of Canadian
food and how treasonous the sale really
was for Canadians. The sitting MPs that
allowed this to happen will receive the
same fate as those MPs who were sitting
when Petro Can was sold.
A simple referendum – majority! The
will of the people!! DEMOCRACY!!!
Ed Varney
Vallican

Gratitude for
Home Place

Sitting on the shore of Slocan Lake,
I read the most recent Valley Voice – I
think I read every word, something I
admit to doing rarely. As I was reading,
I was filled with gratitude for our Home
continued on page 5
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continued from page 5
Place, to borrow the wonderful title from
one of the beloved Stan Rowe’s books.
It was heartwarming to read about
the multitude of volunteer activities –
about the many firemen in Nakusp who
have volunteered for 15 and 20 years,
Wild Days programs, the upcoming
anniversary of the Kohan Garden, the
well-attended July 1st celebrations,
young musicians receiving awards and
support, local artist shows at the galleries
in each community, concerts, volunteers
improving trails, a heritage walking tour
of New Denver’s orchard, the Village
councils working to improve village
life, efforts to keep our environment
healthy, and more. It is also encouraging
to read about the many organizations and
businesses that support these volunteer
efforts.
I also read all the ads of services and
businesses that help feed us, help to keep
our bodies, minds and spirits healthy,
build stuff, fix stuff, have skills that help
us in a host of ways.
The articles weren’t entirely positive
and heartwarming. There was a report
of a tragic accident and reports of
squabbles. We do have our squabbles,
always have and I guess always will.
We are human.
I began my reading and ended with
‘Wide Spot’; I find this column worth
reading at least twice. I appreciate
Therese DesCamp’s deep honesty and
openness as she reminds us to open
our hearts and minds, not to ignore
our foibles but to embrace them with
understanding. After reading ‘Wide
Spot,’ I usually double down on efforts
to be kind and respectful to others, even
when and especially when we don’t share
the same opinions. I imagine that others
have the same reaction, so gratitude to
Therese.
Earlier in the day my husband
had said, “I love the Slocan Valley,”
and I think most of us join him in that
sentiment. That shared and widespread
feeling is what helps keep our Home
Place special and well cared for. Yay for
love of Home Place.
So much to be thankful for, including
the Valley Voice, which tells our stories.
With gratitude,
Evelyn Goodell
Hills

The truth will
set you free

Only somebody putting in the
enormous effort to read over all or most
of all 55,000 Pfizer documents, released
under court order, would be in a position
to blame and shame the people who
accomplished this gargantuan and truthfinding work.
It is sad, but very common
nowadays, that brave people who
oppose the mainstream media narrative
and are critical of health authorities
and governments are accused of
misinformation.
One has to remember that a freedom
of information request brings to light
what a government, a corporation, a
regulator doesn’t want the public to
know. A court order forces them to

reveal the truth. Remember that the
FDA wanted to keep the Pfizer data
from the public for 75 years, the very
data Pfizer submitted to the FDA for
the emergency use authorization in
2020 for the so-called vaccine which
is in the bloodstream of the majority of
Canadians.
In the article ‘Facing the Beast’ of
July 17, 2022 by Dr. Naomi Wolf, found
in the July 21, 2022 Vaccine Choice
Canada newsletter under ‘Outspoken
with Dr. Naomi Wolf,’ she writes
extensively about the findings in the
Pfizer medical trial data. Here, I quote
only short excerpts of her article:   
“When I saw the 18 months’ worth of
sudden deaths, slow deaths, encephalitis,
strokes, heart attacks, pericarditis,
myocarditis, Guillain Barre, Bell’s palsy,
MS, blood clots, lung clots, leg clots,
blue-green breast milk, spontaneous
abortions, stillbirths, neonatal seizures,
neonatal multi-organ system failure, liver
damage, kidney damage, suppressed
lactation, suppressed sperm count,
disrupted menses, all detailed in the
Pfizer documents; …
“When I saw the doubling of
neonatal deaths in country after country,
the rise of 34% above normal in stillbirths
and spontaneous abortions for vaccinated
versus unvaccinated mothers; when I
saw that 3816 vaccinated women in
the VAERS database lost their babies
– 57% of all the neonatal deaths in all
the time that VAERS records had been
kept – [https://www.clarkcountytoday.
com/news/cdc-database-shows-deathrisk-for-babies-of-vaccinated-mothers/];
when I saw that of 36 pregnancies
followed in the Pfizer documents,
28 of the babies died [https://www.
drpaulalexander.com/blogs/news/
etana-hecht-israeli-scientist-researchervaccinated-women-fertility-signals-arecoming-through-the-fda-pfizer-activelyworked-to-keep-this-data-hidden-fromsight-for-our-lifetimes]; I knew I was
not seeing just medicine gone wrong on
a massive scale, but that I was witnessing
an act of war.”
If you have a critical mind and
investigate more, you are rewarded with
the truth.
Veritas vos liberabit – the truth will
set you free.
Wulf Mense
Winlaw

Let’s build
Zincton

I was 16… three years into skiing
and my first time staying up at Big
White! It was also Christmas morning.
I woke up with the excitement of a fiveyear-old. But it wasn’t because Santa
had just come.
It was because in the past two days,
almost a metre of Okanagan champagne
powder had just fallen. I eagerly geared
up and skied to the closest lift. It was an
hour before the lifts opened. As I stood
there in powder almost to the waist, I
heard a voice call, “Hey Greg!”
It was our family friend, Roger. He
was a patroller heading up to check the
mountain out. “Let’s go!” he said. After
about five runs, all first tracks, I figured

I should head back and spend some time
with the family.
This trip was the most memorable
vacation I ever had with the family.
Two weeks of unplugged bliss in the
mountains. What an opportunity!
We have since moved to the
Slocan Lake area and have made some
wonderful friends. This place is magical.
In the summer, the towns come alive
with guests from around the world. It is
easy to see why – the lakes, the biking,
the markets, the hiking, the arts and
music, the off-roading… opportunities
are endless. Then December hits. What
is a family to do?
I would love to see Zincton built.
This winter paradise would have so many
benefits for locals and locals’ children.
To name a few:
• Not having to drive over an hour
(the gas savings from New Denver will
probably pay for the passes at current gas
prices – we would literally ski for free)
• Significant investment back into
restoring the toxic mess that is there
• Saving the wildlife that are
currently living in that toxic mess
• New technology – we can’t wait to
learn more about a carbon neutral facility
that grows their own food – at elevation!
• A local job for our kids
• Watch local business thrive –
YEAR-ROUND!
• A ‘right-sized’ resort for the area (it
is not going to be Whistler or Big White)
• Local business opportunities to
support the project
There is a lot of misinformation out
there, particularly in regards to wildlife.
Cleaning up the mess that was left will
only help the wildlife, while providing
amazing recreation opportunities for the
future generations. It will keep the school
open, the hospital open and improve
services to the area.
What are we waiting for!? Let’s
build Zincton! We can’t wait, Mr. Harley!
Thank you for working so hard for our
community.
See you on the mountain!
Greg Shorter
Silverton

What’s
happn’n?

Wilson Creek is becoming a
throughfare for ‘recreationalists.’ Quad
trails are now 6.5 feet wide for side-bysides – wide enough for small trucks, the
kind that thieves like. Normal quaders
only pack survival gear and have no
room for break-in tools nor any way to
hide their haul. Side-by-sides are like
tour buses: the wife can tag along without
having to negotiate a quad. Most quads
take some strength to steer, etc. They
are also dangerous: they weigh 500+
pounds and the chances of getting killed
by one rolling over you is… very likely.
Some of the quad trails are white-knuckle
trails. Now we will have the entire
Wilson Creek criss-crossed with roads
through critical wildlife habitat. Ken
Sumanic would roll over in his grave,
if he had one.
The mountain bikers have taken up
residence in the Elk Park grasslands just
below the switchback to Ranch Ridge
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and Butter/Spine trails. There’s a major
creek crossing there and elk beds galore
in the fall. But maybe the mountain
bikers in their wisdom think that by
pushing the game out, they are protecting
the game from hunters. Mountain bike
trails are now four feet wide, every inch
a quad trail. The mountain bike trail
being made with the mini excavator is
for compromised mountain bikers and
only a loop in a confined area. As long
as the average mountain bike trail cannot
be used by quaders, I’m as okay as I can
be with that.
There was only one way in and one
way out of West Wilson two years ago,
at Rosebery. If the quaders get their
way, there will be four ways in and
out (through sensitive moose habitat)
and connecting drainages, making
the conservation officer’s job next to
impossible. The poachers thrive on
‘many ways in, and many ways out’ of an
area. The Nakusp Blitzkrieg will have a
heyday and the game will be no more for
the average local hunter. Further, some
of the most avid hunters work high up
in the Ministry of Forests. They scope
out the elk from helicopters during the
summer. Essentially, they are hunting
with helicopters.
FrontCounter BC said “we can
control recreational quaders” and
mountain bikers, etc. Quaders in a
group are like any other biker gang:
they intimidate and bully their way
around as if the piece of paper they
have gives them some kind of right to
do that. It’s like saying “we can control
the Hell’s Angels.” AND, they are NOT
‘recreationalists’ – they are hunters in
disguise trying to act like ‘nice guys.’
Keep the quad trails for four-foot-wide
quads. My guess is the plan is to offer
quad excursions from Zincton ski resort
through the Y2Y corridor. Bad idea!
Turns out, the minions tasked with
the oversight of our environment and
wildlife have been mandated to cater to
the quaders – some guy with a piece of
paper in his hand that supposedly gives
him permission to thwart any and all of
the statutes put in place for conservation
of the environment and wildlife and
using taxpayers’ money (grants) to do it.
It negates everything I’ve learned about
environmental stewardship since 1964!
Two local gas stations have been
purchased by the same entity: nothing
erodes the culture of an area quicker
than this. Used to be, you go to a local
gas station and find out all you need to
know about whoever or whatever you
are looking for… no more. Something
tells me the Zincton proposal has already
been signed, sealed and delivered.
David Harley’s mini-resort may not
impact the environment, but the spinoff
entrepreneurs, like Y2Y quaders and
others wanting to capitalize off the
development, may well do the wildlife in.
David Shirk
Rosebery

Peoples and issues
* Seek positive change for
the situation with Indigenous
Peoples
* Find ways to address the
Indigenous-related myths and
misconceptions concerning First
Nations
* Do not perpetrate stereotypes
in my conversations
* Actively encourage ongoing
support of National Indigenous
Peoples
* For more detailed information
check out www.ictinc.ca
Greg Lay
Kaslo

In the spirit of reconciliation
with Indigenous Peoples of
Canada:
* Learn more about Indigenous

Send Cheque or Money
Order to: Valley Voice,
Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Reconciliation

Open letter to
Rob Morrison,
MP

Thank you for your Summer
Update. It’s always good to hear from
my representative.
I have one comment and two
questions based on the content from
page one of your newsletter which
should easily be answered.
Comment – “Out-of-touch policies”
… Recently looking at a graph that
compared inflation in Canada and the
USA, it showed that since about 2008,
Canada’s inflation paralleled that of
the USA. This time frame includes
2006 to 2015 when your party formed
government. Your comment does not
offer context during that nine-year period
in terms of policies.
Question 1 – Yes, increased fuel
costs also affect farmers. Why did you
not mention that farm fuel is exempt
from the carbon tax? I realize that fuels
used for other processes are not exempt.
Question 2 – Regarding
transportation and impact on the
trucking industry. As you know,
the independent Net-Zero Advisory
Board did recommend an excise tax
on inefficient vehicles. A similar tax
was implemented during the Harper
years. The current government has not
indicated they would implement the
NZAB recommendations. Information
like this can provide constituents with a
better understanding of the complexity of
this situation. Was there a specific reason
this background was omitted?
I hope the above has been stated
in such a way that your answer can be
straightforward.
Ron Robinson
Nelson

Support the
Valley Voice
with a voluntary
subscription

Only $5-$50

COMMUNITY
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Bear safety events coming soon
submitted
WildSafeBC is hosting bear
safety events in August and
September in partnership with
other local organizations.
A Bear and Western Toad
Biology Walk and Bear Spray
Workshop will take place on
Wednesday, August 10 from

12:30 to 3:30 pm. The event will
start at the Retallack Old Growth
Cedar Loop at 12:30. The group
will walk the one-kilometre loop
trail while discussing bear biology
and looking at a bear den sites. The
group will then relocate convoy
style to Fish and Bear Lakes to
discuss western toad conservation

Lawn Mowers &
Weed Wackers
Slogger garden boots,
ankle boots & shoes. Great
colours to choose from.
Canning Jars & Lids

Pet Food and Farm
Animal Feed

Straw Bales
$13.00

Wheelbarrows, lawn rakes,
shovels, garden wagons, cement
& paving stones now in stock

We have all your
summer essentials,
mosquito repellant,
beach toys, river
floaties, sunscreen

Manures, soils, seeds

Manures, buy 10 and save $0.20/bag

Air conditioner units in
stock & all sale priced

Kootenays’ largest selection of fencing,
posts, gates, corral panels. Bundle
pricing on posts available.
Open 9-5 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat, Closed Sunday

Visitor
Information

with the Valhalla Wilderness
Society. The event wraps up with a
bear spray workshop at a roadside
pullout a little ways back towards
New Denver. People are welcome
to join for just the walk (12:301:45 pm), or just the bear spray
workshop (meet at Fish and Bear
Lakes rest stop with the outhouses
at 2:15 pm to convoy to final
location). For registration, email
ArrowSlocanLakes@wildsafebc.
com (formerly newdenver@
wildsafebc.com) and indicate
what portion(s) of the event you
would like to attend.
For the bear spray workshop,
people of all ages can attend, but
only those 18 or older (or 16
years if accompanied with a legal

guardian) can practice with the
inert bear spray.
An electric fencing
workshop is scheduled for
September 7 at the Burton
Community Hall on Wednesday,
September 7, 6:30-8:30 pm.
This event is in collaboration
with Grizzly Bear Coexistence
Solutions. There will be a
PowerPoint presentation
and a temporary electric
fence demonstration. Email
ArrowSlocanLakes@wildsafebc.
com for registration.
WildSafeBC is working on
an electric fencing workshop
in Winlaw in collaboration
with Grizzly Bear Coexistence
Solutions and the Valhalla
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Wilderness Society Area H Bear
Smart Program, with likely dates
in September. Stay tuned. Follow
WildSafeBC Arrow-Slocan Lakes
on Facebook for updates.
WildSafeBC will also have
booths set up at multiple farmers’
markets, recycling depots and
trailheads throughout the summer
with items such as skulls and
paw prints on display, numerous
brochures, activity pages, and
colouring pages for the colouring
contest (deadline November 30;
prize $50, a set of WildSafeBC
pins and a cap). Follow the
WildSafeBC Arrow-Slocan Lakes
Facebook page to see where and
when to catch the booth.
Wi l d S a f e B C r e m i n d s

residents about the importance of
attractant management – keep your
garbage secured until collection
day, take down your bird feeders,
and pick your fruit or use electric
fencing to protect your fruit trees.
The organization also wants
to highlight the Campers Code, a
province-wide initiative to guide
campers on how to best avoid
conflict in wildlife country. This
includes ensuring all items with
an odour (including toothpaste,
deodorant, sunscreen, bug spray,
garbage, food and more) are kept
secure inside vehicles, campers
or bear-resistant infrastructure
whenever a campsite is unattended
during the day and when campers
are sleeping at night.
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Visitor Information
RESTAUR ANTS &
ACCOMMODATIONS
The Paddy Shack - Nakusp

CAMPGROUNDS
Nakusp Municipal Campground - Nakusp

(250) 265-1061 nakuspcampground.com
camp@nakuspcampground.com Conveniently located

downtown, 3 blocks from public beach and adjacent to the
Community Park, which includes a tennis court, squash court, ball parks
& soccer field. Music in the Park every Wed. evening during July & Aug. 41
treed sites, 10 with power service & 28 overflow campsites. Hot showers and
sani-station. Open May to Oct. Reservations accepted.

Murphy’s Landing - Nakusp

Creekside & Lakefront Cabin & RV Resort
(250) 265-0020 murphyslanding.ca

1200 Hwy 23N. You’ll love it! 40-acre Beautiful Creekside
& Lakefront Private Resort. Sandy beach, natural pool, walking trails, walking
distance to downtown. Spacious, treed 30- to 50-amp Full-Service RV Sites;
Fully Contained Units ONLY, No tenting. Free Wi-Fi. Reservations recommended.

Centennial Campground - New Denver
(250) 358-2361

NewDenver.ca

campground@newdenver.ca

On the lake in New Denver, 49 sites (7 with power & water hook-ups), group site,
sani -dump, showers & toilets, boat launch, firewood, pets must be leashed. Online
reservations. Check website for updates and service changes due to COVID-19.

Silverton Municipal Campground - Silverton
(250) 358-2472

silverton.ca NEW: reserve your site online https://

reserve.campgroundbooking.com/village-of-silverton. Our site rates range
from $25-50/night. Open until September 13, 2021. Tent and trailer sites,
fire pits, firewood, picnic tables, boat launch, beach. Close to amenities. Fully
accessible washroom and shower facility. Pets MUST be on a leash.

Valhalla Pines Campground and Guesthouse - Vallican
					(250) 226-7796 ValhallaPines.com
					info@valhallapines.com
					4011 Barbados Road, Vallican

This six-acre campground is in a quiet, forested rural residential area surrounded
by beautiful mountains and rivers. There are huts, tent sites, RV sites (no septic
hookups), fire pits and picnic tables. The community building has WIFI, a fridge,
stove, sink, basic kitchen amenities, showers and toilets.

Springer Creek RV Park & Campground - Slocan

(250) 355-2266 campground@villageofslocan.ca

Open May 1 to October 15. Located at 1020 Giffin Rd.,
Slocan. Turn right immediately off of Hwy 6 entrance to
Village of Slocan. Full & partial hook-ups, tenting sites,
sani-dump, wheelchair accessible washroom and showers,
wifi, cell service, pets on leash and seasonal Tourist/Information Booth. For
reservations please visit www.slocancity.com/campground.

Kaslo Municipal Campground - Kaslo
(250) 353-2662

kaslo.ca
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kaslocampground@yahoo.ca

April 15-Oct 15. Fully serviced sites $45/night (water, power, sewer hook-ups).
Unserviced sites $30/night. Sites include fire pit and picnic table. Accessible
washroom and shower. Great downtown location close to park, beach,
playground, tourist info-centre, restaurants, shopping and trails! Pets on
leash welcome. Free wi-fi.

West Kootenay Park Management Inc.

westkootenayparks.com

Reservations: 1-800-689-9025 or Camping.bcparks.ca

McDonald Creek Provincial Park - Nakusp

Commanding views on Upper Arrow Lake. 72 campsites including 18 electrified.
10 FCFS sites all season. Reservable sites available all season. Unoccupied
reservable sites are available FCFS for stays of 1-2 nights. Lots of FCFS sites during
shoulder season. 250-265-3592. Boat launch, sani station, playground, flush
washroom/shower facilities. $30/night, $7 electrified. Extra Vehicle $12/night.

Rosebery Provincial Park - Rosebery

A restful escape well away from the buzz typical of other campgrounds. 33
private campsites in a beautiful forest setting alongside Wilson Creek. Close
to breathtaking Slocan Lake and the historic Galena Trail. New, 9 reservable
campsites. Plenty of FCFS sites in peak season. 3 km north of New Denver
Hwy#6. $20/night, Extra Vehicle $10/night.

Summit Lake Provincial Park - Summit Lake

Unrivalled opportunities for fishing, boating and swimming in this clean cool
mountain lake. Explore the Nakusp to Summit Lake rail grade. 35 campsites
by reservation or first come, first served. $26/night, Extra Vehicle $12/night.

Woodbury Resort & Marina - Kaslo

(250) 353-7717 1-877-353-7717 woodburyresort.com
woodburyresort@netidea.com On the shores of Kootenay Lake with

beautiful lake and mountain views! RV, tenting, cabins. Great food at JB’s Pub
& Restaurant. Full-service marina. Boat rentals, boat moorage. Heated pool.
Free Wi-Fi. Hiking, biking, swimming, fishing, quading just outside your door.
4 km north of Ainsworth Hot Springs on Hwy 31.

Lemon Creek Pioneer Campground - Lemon Creek

(250) 355-2547 info@lemoncreekcampground.ca lemoncreekcampground.ca
7680 Kennedy Rd, 9 km south of Slocan off Hwy 6. A 26-site campground with 15& 30-amp services. Grass and tree large tent sites. Hot Showers included in your
site fee. Free Wi-Fi. Next to the Rails to Trails and fantastic catch & release fishing.

(250) 265-3255 The Paddy Shack, located on Highway
6, Nakusp is open 6 days a week 11 am-8 pm. Closed Mondays.
Choose a homemade burger, hotdog, wrap, donair, or
something equally delicious from our varied menu! Top off
the meal with a fresh fruit milkshake or a scrumptious
sundae. Come enjoy great food in the great outdoors!

Murphy’s Landing - Nakusp
Creekside & Lakefront Cabin & RV Resort

(250) 265-0020 murphyslanding.ca 1200 Hwy 23N. You’ll love it!

40-acre Beautiful Private Resort. Sandy beach, natural pool, walking trails,
walking distance to downtown. Fully equipped, very clean 1-bedroom Cabins
& Chalet with loft. Full Kitchens, satellite TV, phone, air conditioning, private
decks, patio furniture, BBQs. Spacious, treed 30- to 50-amp full-service RV
Sites; fully contained units, no tenting. Free Wi-Fi. Reservations recommended.

The Lodge at Arrow Lakes - Nakusp

(250) 265-3618 1-800-663-0100
arrowlakeslodge.com Box 717, Nakusp, V0G 1R0

The Lodge at Arrow Lakes is the only full-service hotel in
downtown Nakusp, 2 minutes from our public beach. We
have 48 rooms; all are air conditioned. On site liquor, wine and cold beer store
7 days a week. Restaurant, outdoor patio and Arrow Lake Tavern and sports bar.
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Valhalla Inn - New Denver

www.valhallainn.biz info@valhallainn.biz		
(250) 358-2228 Valhalla Inn is a nostalgic character

inn with a variety of rooms, family restaurant & licensed
outdoor patio, and Odin’s Pub & Off Sales. Open 7 days a week. Breakfast,
Lunch, Entree Specials and our in-house Chinese Food! Located on Hwy 6 @
Slocan Avenue. Free Wi-Fi.

William Hunter Cabins - Silverton

(250) 358-2647 williamhuntercabins.ca 303 Lake Ave,

Silverton - We have one lovely log cabin divided into a total of
two suites. All suites feature: a queen-sized bed, spacious living
room with comfortable sofa, bathroom including shower/bath
and a kitchenette complete with a 2-burner cook top, mini fridge, sink,
microwave, toaster, coffee maker and cooking utensils.

Karibu Park Cottages & Campground - Winlaw
1-888-452-7428 karibupark.com 		

Our picturesque property is located just off Highway 6 in
Winlaw, next to the Rail Trail and Slocan River. We have
8 fully equipped, comfortable cottages and 33 campsites
in a forest setting, 12 with power and water hookups, the rest are basic.
Recreation area, gardens, gazebo, spa, and Wi-Fi.

Paradise Valley Lodge - Winlaw

(250) 226-7647 paradisevalleylodge.com

5971 Cedar Creek Road, Winlaw
A big bright, spacious 2 story home, on 3 forested acres. Clean
and very comfortable. 3 bedrooms, 2 large bathrooms, veranda, private patio & BBQ. Excellent kitchen & laundry setup.
Sleeps 8. Enjoy peace, quiet & beautiful views. Great for Groups! Free, fast
Wi-Fi. Close to Winlaw store, Cafés & Rail-Trail.

Relax

Alcédo & Halcyon Hot Springs Resort - Nakusp
				www.halcyon-hotsprings.com
				250-265-3554

Fine-Dining with the best view of Arrow Lake and the Monashee mountains.
On-site private cabins and chalets for your exclusive adventure. Let our hot
springs resort breathe wellness and relaxation into you. Visit our year-round
spa with massage services, fine-dining options and ancient healing waters.
Treat yourself to escape.

JB’s Pub & Restaurant - Kaslo
250-353-7716

Full-service family restaurant. Take-out and off-sales
available. Great food! Famous Fish & Chips. Wed-Sun 3 pm-8 pm.

Burton City Cider - Nakusp

(250) 265-7044 BurtonCityCider.ca

Crafting small batch dry ciders since 2016. Open Wed thru Sunday
from 11am. Lite lunches served till 3, pizza nights Thurs., Fri. and Saturday 5
till 8. Live music on Saturdays. Drop in yoga Sunday at 9:30. Come and enjoy
a drink with Us!

Woodbury Resort - Kaslo

250-353-7717 1-877-353-7717 woodburyresort.com
woodburyresort@netidea.com

On the shores of Kootenay Lake with beautiful lake and mountain views!
Motel, cabins, RV, tenting. Great food at JB’s Pub & Restaurant. Full-service
marina. Boat rentals, boat moorage. Heated pool. Free Wi-Fi. Hiking, biking,
swimming, fishing, quading just outside your door. 4 km north of Ainsworth
Hot Springs on Hwy 31.

Kaslo Hotel - Kaslo

kaslohotel.com reservations@kaslohotel.com
(250) 353-7714

Come stay at the Kaslo Hotel and let us provide your perfect escape! All our
rooms offer balconies & incredible lake or village views. You can enjoy a
meal in our pub (see our website for hours) or simply feel your stress melt
away as you relax on your private deck.

HOT SPR INGS

Nakusp Hot Springs, Chalets & Campground - Nakusp

							www.nakusphotsprings.com
							 (250) 265-4528 1-866-999-4528
info@nakusphotsprings.com info@nakusp.com

Relax, Refresh, Return. Enjoy our pristine natural soaking mineral pools, nestled in a beautiful
mountain setting. Recreate in our rejuvenating waters and fresh mountain air. Stay in our
comfortable Chalets or Camp at the serene riverside. Short drive from shops, restaurants,
and amenities and the beautiful Arrow Lake. Open year round.

Ainsworth Hot Springs Resort - Ainsworth

					www.ainsworthhotsprings.com
					1-800-668-1171 (250) 229-4212

Visit First Nations owned Ainsworth Hot Springs Resort. The Hot Springs are open daily for
public entry from 10am to 5:30pm Wednesday - Sunday. Visit our website for on-line pool
reservations. Experience our unique Hot Springs cave and pools. Savour indigenous inspired
meals at the Ktunaxa Grill and enjoy the comfort of one of our 52 contemporary guest
rooms. Complimentary access to the hot springs is included with your stay in the resort.
Wireless internet available.

Halcyon Hot Springs Resort

					www.halcyon-hotsprings.com
					250-265-3554

Take a relaxing soak in the ancient mineral waters of Halcyon. Open year-round with 4
different temp. pools to help you rest, relax, and rejuvenate. Pamper yourself in our spa,
relax in our comfortable cabins or luxurious chalets. Enjoy gourmet food and amazing views
from our fine dining restaurant.

Private Hot Springs

Enjoy the private hot springs experience in this hidden gem of the
Kootenays! Book one of our chalets and reserve a private hotsprings
getaway all to yourself with breathtaking views! Visit our websites to soak in luxury with
our healing waters. www.kootenayhotsprings.com and www.privatehotsprings.com.
Join facebook page: hotsprings escape Phone: 250 448 6111

GOLF COUR SES
Kaslo Golf Course - Kaslo

kaslogolf.org
(250) 353-2262
kaslogolfclub@gmail.com

Enjoy spectacular views on our well-groomed 9-hole course offering
challenging track for golfers of every skill level. Warm up for your round
on our putting practice green and driving nets located close to the clubhouse. No Tee
times necessary, however, please note: Ladies night Tuesdays, 4 pm, Sr. Men Wednesday
mornings 10 am; Men’s night Thursdays, 4 pm. We have new electric power carts available
to rent. GREEN FEES: 9 holes $28;18 holes/ $40. Call 250-353-2262 for further information.

Slocan Lake Golf Course - New Denver
(250) 358-2408

Enjoy a round of golf at the Slocan Lake Golf Club! Open 7 days a week, no tee times
required. 2km north of New Denver. Monday Morning Senior Men’s Golf, Thursday Ladies
Night, Wednesday Men’s Night. Restaurant hours: Wednesday - Saturday 4-8 pm.
Call the Pro Shop at 250-358-2408 or visit slgc.ca. 9 holes $30 + tax 18 holes $45 + tax.

Valley View Golf Course - Winlaw

www.golfvalleyview.ca (250) 226-7241
info@golfvalleyview.ca

6937 Highway 6, Winlaw. A picturesque 9-hole par 35 course with spectacular views and
well-manicured greens and fairways. Our clubhouse serves delicious food on a licensed
patio with valley views. No tee times required. 9 holes - $22.00 18 holes - $33.00. Power
cart - 9 holes $20 - 18 holes - $38.00

GALLERIES
The Langham Cultural Centre - Kaslo

(250) 353-2661 thelangham.ca

447 A Avenue, Kaslo. Named as one of the 12 best
buildings in BC, the Langham is a Provincial Heritage Site
and the centre for arts and culture in Kaslo. Art exhibitions in our two galleries;
live performances in our theatre. During WWII, Japanese Canadians were interned
here – visit the interpretive exhibits at our Japanese Canadian Museum. Museum
open Tues to Sun 1-4 pm (or when door is unlocked - unguided). Galleries open
Thurs to Sun 1-4 pm. Office open Tues-Thurs 10-5 pm (Closed 1-2 pm for lunch).

Studio Connexion Gallery - Fine Art - Nakusp

250.265.8888 203 Fifth Ave. NW, Nakusp.
2022 Summer Exhibitions Series from May 13 to October 1
with: Lorna Guild, Louise Ducharme, Brian Buckrell, Lori Korkola,
Delreé Dumont, Ann Eynon, Chantal Julien. Plus other fine artists
represented in this quaint gallery. Open Tues.-Sat., 11 am-4
pm or by appointment. A Gift for Your Eyes and You…

Hidden Garden Gallery – New Denver

hiddengardengallery.ca

112 Slocan Ave. The Hidden Garden Gallery showcases
a different regional artist every week, from June 25 to
September 8, and is open 10 am to 3 pm, Tuesday through
Sunday. Visit hiddengardengallery.ca for a complete list of artists and check the
Valley Voice for dates of the weekly artists’ receptions.

Mirage Studio/Art – Books – Art on Clothing – Passmore
				 (250) 226-0018
				 frantisekstrouhal.com
				Are you looking for an incredible gift of beauty?

Mirage Studio, situated along the Slocan River, is offering you exquisite works of
Art, museum quality prints, engaging Art and prose books, and an exclusive line
of clothing. Internationally renowned for his compelling expressions about the
human body and spirit, West Kootenay artist, Frantisek Strouhal is also offering
timeless dreamlike portraits on commission. Located on Slocan River Road, north
of Slocan Park. Open by appointment.

COMMUNITY
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New Denver council, July 12: Policy changes to encourage food trucks requested
by Kathy Hartman
A bid for encouraging food trucks
to set up in New Denver for one day
only was made by Patrick Warren, the
owner of Eldorado. Appearing before
council as a delegation, Warren said
that with the recent closure of two
restaurants on the main street, food
trucks are a good solution for filling
the gap. He said a food truck that
recently set up on Kildare alongside
the Eldorado Square during a Friday
Market did a booming business, but
“she fled down to Slocan where it is
more affordable.” Warren described
the Village’s Temporary Licence of
Occupation Policy “rigid and onerous”
and said it penalized one-day services

from food trucks.
A mobile street vendor is required
to purchase a mobile vendor business
licence for $15 per day or $105 per year,
and to apply for a Temporary Licence
of Occupation (TLO) – and pay $100
per parking space, whether it’s for a day
or the full season.
Warren asked if the Village would
consider allowing Eldorado to hold a
year-round TLO and mobile vending
permit, and “sublet” these to food
trucks at the Eldorado location on
Kildare, “in order to support activity in
our town core during certain agreed-to
dates.” He added that food trucks could
be encouraged to come not just in the
summer months but also during winter

Slocan Lake Arena Society

We just wanted to say THANK YOU to each and every one for all
that you do. We couldn’t have done it without you.
To:
Our Donors:
Anonymous, Ainsworth Hot Springs, Alvie’s Metal Creations, Deb
Hicks Photography, AFD-New Denver, Nuru Coffee Bar, Carol
Pengelly, Valhalla Pure Outfitters, Donation Store - L.A.C.E., Kootenay Savings Credit Union - New Denver Branch, New Denver
Royalty, Wild of Canada Cycle Shop, Big Dog Music, Raven’s Nest,
New Denver Community Pharmacy, Laurel Tree Fabric & Fibre,
Sew Zone, Silverton Building Supplies Timber Mart, Thomas &
Co Locksmith, Silverton Dental Clinic, Camp Café, New Denver
Reading Centre, New Market Foods, Canco
All our Participants and Successful Bidders.
Without all of you we wouldn’t have had such a successful
July 1st Silent Auction.

events such as Merchants’ Night and
Spark in the Dark.
Council did not ask staff to act
on Warren’s suggestions, but CAO
Lisa Scott told the Valley Voice in an
email after the meeting that staff “has
already been looking into updating
and amending portions of the policy
anyway.”

Funding for libraries

Council supported a resolution
calling on the provincial government
to provide sustainable funding for
libraries. Currently, libraries are largely
funded by local governments. The
resolution will be brought forward
by the City of New Westminster
at the Union of BC Municipalities
convention in September. Mayor
Leonard Casley mentioned he was
hoping to have support to begin the
process of transferring the New Denver
Reading Centre to library status in
September or October.

2021 annual report

Council approved the 2021 annual
report and audited financial statements.
Councillor Colin Moss congratulated
Mayor Casley on his well-written
mayor’s message in the report. When
asked what stood out about 2021,
the mayor said it was the amount of
grant funding received – over three
quarters of a million dollars. The report
covers the Village’s corporate values,
highlights of the year’s operations,
strategic priorities for 2021 and 2022,
and detailed financial information. It
can be found on the Village’s website
in the agenda package for the July 12
regular meeting.

The Village has a contract with the
City of Nelson for financial services, so
Nelson’s chief financial officer also acts
as New Denver’s. Chris Jury now holds
that position. Colin McClure, who
held the position for many years, has
recently accepted the position of chief
administrative officer/chief financial
officer for the City of Trail. Chris Jury
also acts as CFO for the Villages of
Silverton, Slocan and Salmo.
• Councillor Moss asked if anyone
has calculated how much the Village
has saved with the All-Net meeting
software brought in by CAO Scott.
Figuring in staff time along with the
reduction in paper, council members

estimated that it would be about the
equivalent of a 2% tax increase in
savings.
• Mayor Casley reported that a new
skid steer has arrived to help the Village
crew with snow removal.
• Councillor Moss reported that
the article ‘Bluebirds sighted in New
Denver’ on the BC Rural Health
Network webpage has received a lot
of hits from people all over BC. The
Bluebirds are a group of volunteers
dedicated to enriching the lives of
Pavilion long-term care residents.
The article can be found at https://
bcruralhealth.org/blue-birds-sightedin-new-denver/

by Jan McMurray
New Denver is becoming more
pedestrian friendly in the area of the
New Market Foods grocery store.
The goal of the ‘Core Pedestrian
Connections Project’ is a safer and more
accessible pedestrian route between
New Denver’s school and grocery store
and downtown.
The project includes a covered
stairway and a trail suitable for bicycles
and strollers from New Market Foods
towards the school, a sidewalk from the
bottom of the new stairway to the main
street (Hwy 31A) alongside the Domes,
and a sidewalk along the north side of
the main street (Hwy 31A) from New
Market Foods to Hwy 6.
Once complete, there will be
sidewalks on both sides of New
Denver’s main street, from the grocery
store and Knox Hall at the top, to the
museum at the bottom. There will also
be two crosswalks across Hwy 6, on
both sides of the main intersection,
instead of just the one on the gas station/
Big Dog Music side.
The trail is complete, and the
stairway is well underway. The
sidewalks will be done in the fall, as the
work will impact New Market Foods.
“We don’t want to be working
in their access area during the busy
months,” said Jessica Rayner, the
Village’s planner. The sidewalk will
also eliminate the parking spaces on
the main street (Hwy 31A) in front of
New Market Foods.
Rayner said the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure has
given preliminary approval for the
sidewalk project, and a more detailed
design has been submitted for final
approval.
The project will also see three
crosswalks go in – across the main
street (Hwy 31A) near the Domes, and
across Kootenay Street to meet up with
the sidewalk in front of Knox Hall. A
third crosswalk is slated to cross Hwy 6
at the main intersection on the Valhalla
Pure side. The ‘letdowns’ – where the
sidewalks meet the highway – will be
improved, as well, to make it easier for
wheeled travel.
“It’s tricky with the width of those
corners. We can’t point the letdown
directly to the crosswalk, but we are
doing the best we can to make sure the

letdown goes toward the crossing. We
want the letdown to direct people to that
crossing,” said Rayner.
Highland Creek Contracting
created the trail, and Madden Timber
Frame Construction is building the
stairway. The sidewalk project will go
out to tender to be completed this fall.
The Core Pedestrian Connections
Project is being funded 100% by the
federal and provincial governments
through a $497,000 grant under the
Investing in Canada Infrastructure
Program (COVID-19 Resilience
Infrastructure stream). Planning for
the project was funded by the provincial
government’s Active Transportation
grant program.

Stairway, trail and sidewalks for New Denver

It pays to advertise in the
Valley Voice!!!
Call toll free 1-833-501-1700 for details
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

Bear trap set in
New Denver

by Jan McMurray
A bear trap has been set in New
Denver in response to a report of a bear
entering a house in the community.
The trap was set by the
Conservation Officer Service on
July 24. If the bear is trapped, it will
be euthanized.
“By the time a bear exhibits this
type of behaviour, the public safety
risk is greatly increased, so we had to
take action and set a live trap,” said
Matt Soucy, conservation officer out
of Castlegar.
Soucy said the Conservation
Officer Service works closely with
groups such as WildSafe BC to try to
ensure people secure their garbage,
fruit trees and other bear attractants.
“If community members don’t secure
their attractants, and a bear is getting
food rewards, then the bear will keep
up the behaviour and it will escalate,”
Soucy said. “When it gets to this
point, we have to take action.”
Soucy said the New Denver bear
was reported to have an injury to its
front leg, and it is possible that this
would be making the animal more
aggressive.
He said the Conservation Officer
Service received only one report of
the bear entering a house, but there are
rumours in the community that other
homes have been affected. “We ask
people to please report any incidents
regardless of how they feel about the
possible outcome,” Soucy said. “It
may have been possible to prevent
this by providing education about
securing attractants. If we don’t hear
about the problem bear right away,
things can escalate.”
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Koko’s lifetime retrospective shows at the Langham
had a long relationship with Koko,
and we’re very proud to show her
work,” he said, adding that it was
fully funded by both CKCA and the
Community Fund of North Kootenay
Lake. A full 16-page catalogue of
the exhibition will be released later
in the summer. Filmmaker Louis
Bockner will debut a short film to
accompany the show during its run.
Grace-Campbell also announced that
the Langham has received funding
to build a Japanese garden behind
the building, with the project set
to kick off on October 1. Nikkei
Centre gardener Hiro Okusa has been
coaxed out of retirement to design the
new garden.
Curator Maggie Tchir is another
of Koko’s enthusiastic fans, as
revealed in her brief comments to
the gathered crowd in the theatre.

“I have always thought of Koko
as a renaissance woman; she
choreographs her life through her
visual art and performance art. She has
a fierce ideal of interconnectedness.
We too are part of something larger

than ourselves viewing Koko’s visual
and performance art.”
The exhibition will travel to
Gallery 2 Grand Forks in May 2023
and to the Penticton Art Gallery in
2024.

PHOTO CREDIT: ART JOYCE

but became a fluent modern dancer;
both talents were displayed to great
effect in a short 2013 film that
opened the exhibition, So Kat’ta,
in which she performs with dancer
Rachel Harris. The title is derived
from an old Japanese language pun,
meaning to either harvest a crop or
buy it. It was filmed in a meadow at
the Harris ranch and highlights the
critical importance of clean water,
the most basic element of life. The
film was followed by a brief talk by
Koko to an adoring audience, after
which musical guests Jeremy Down
and Paul Gibbons performed.
The evening was opened by
Langham Director Paul GraceCampbell, who noted to audience
applause that this was the first public
opening at the gallery in two and
a half years. “The Langham has

PHOTO CREDIT: ART JOYCE

by Art Joyce
It was standing room only at the
opening of Tsuneko ‘Koko’ Kokubo’s
lifetime retrospective of paintings,
Of Light Itself: A retroPerspective,
held Friday evening, July 22 at the
Langham in Kaslo. The exhibition
spans her 66-year career as an
artist and will run until October
16. Both galleries are filled with
Koko’s large-scale canvases in
oils and acrylics, bursting with
colour and the evocative emotional
terrain that characterizes her work.
It seemed that half the population
of New Denver crossed the pass for
the occasion. Visitors to the show
– many of them lifelong friends –
are as attracted by Koko’s affable
personality as by her art.
Exhibition curator Maggie Tchir
says that, “the study of light and
colour are paramount in Kokubo’s
work,” working with “seasonal and
daily changes of light and weather.”
Tchir believes Koko’s work is as
important as any of the more famous
names in Canadian art, yet Koko
herself remains humble when talking
about what got her started down
the artist’s path. Separated from
her parents, who were interned
at the Lemon Creek camp during
World War II, she grew up with a
grandmother in Japan who “raised
her wild.”
“I probably did paint all my life
but I never felt I was good at it. For
me, it was just the sheer pleasure of
drawing and painting. I was afraid to
call myself a painter. Pre-war Japan
was a very strict culture; it was a
rare, crazy thing for a Japanese girl
to do to go into art. I’m grateful
to my parents, who – against their
wishes – let me go to art school. They
were hoping I’d quit shortly and do
something ‘useful.’”
We can be grateful she didn’t
“do something more useful.” As with
all such lifetime retrospectives, the
viewer is taken on a journey through
time that reveals the artist’s progress
from some of the more tentative
efforts of inexperienced youth to the
confident mastery of old age. Two of
Koko’s art school friends figured in
the exhibition, one who appears in
an early painting and another who
was actually present for the event.
Koko studied fine art for four years
at the Vancouver School of Art (now
Emily Carr University) starting in
1956. One of her very earliest works,
an ink drawing titled Steveston Fog,
inspired by the fishing village where
her family lived and worked, had
somehow survived all these years.
“I did that drawing in 1956 while
waiting for a tram to Vancouver from
Steveston, my daily route at the time.
It was very hard for me to see the
work of my 20-year-old self; I can’t
believe I carried those canvases
onto the streetcar! Someone said it’s
great that you have such an amazing
memory but then some memories
haunt me.”
Besides visual art, Koko worked
extensively in theatre, where she met
her husband and frequent artistic
collaborator Paul Gibbons. She not
only designed and created costumes
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The Langham features Tsuneko ‘Koko’ Kokubo in both galleries for a lifetime
retrospective of her work titled Of Light Itself.

Artist Tsuneko ‘Koko’ Kokubo poses with some of her earliest artworks, representing the
beginning of a 66-year career as a multi-disciplinary artist.
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KASLO JAZZFEST

Spend some time in downtown Kaslo during Jazz Fest
by Jan McMurray
While in town on Kaslo Jazz Festival
weekend, be sure to check out all that
downtown Kaslo has to offer. The main
street is lined with a great selection of
eateries and shops.
You won’t want to miss the Kaslo
Saturday Market at Front Street Park,
adjacent to Kaslo Hotel. The market is
happening on both Saturday and Sunday

KASLO BUILDING
SUPPLIES

welcomes everyone
to Jazz Fest!
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Welcome to Kaslo
Jazzfest!

Electric bike
rentals
available

Kaslo
E-Kruise

https://www.ekruise.com/
(250) 300-7923

for the Jazz Fest weekend, 9 am-1 pm.
On Saturday, right after the market,
there’s a parade from the Moyie to the
festival grounds.
The Kaslo Visitor Centre is located
at the bottom of the main street, at the
SS Moyie national historic site. The
historic steamship is closed this season
for restoration work, but the Visitor
Centre is the place to go for information
about all the attractions in Kaslo and area.

is a wonderful way to spend some time.
The Kaslo Adventure Centre offers
outdoor clothing and gear, and kayak,
canoe and paddleboard tours, lessons
and rentals. The Eurythmy Studio &
Bookstore has an amazing selection of
quality second-hand books, and Figments
Fine Canadian Crafts is a favourite gift
shop of people throughout the region.
Willow Home Gallery is a great little

home décor store, and Front Street
Antiques is full of historic treasures.
The Kaslo Clothes Hanger women’s
clothing store has a huge selection of fun
and affordable attire. Kaslo’s main street
also has a Home Hardware, a pharmacy,
a liquor store, Front Street Market
grocery store, Eric’s Meat Market,
Cornucopia Natural Foods store and
Sunnyside Naturals health food store.

The Treehouse, Teresa’s Coffee
Shop and the Bluebelle are all open for
breakfast and lunch, while the Kaslo
Hotel Restaurant & Pub and the Angry
Hen Craft Brewery are open for lunch
and dinner. Front Street Pizza is another
dinner choice. Chez Serge, one block
south of the main street on 4th Street,
is an option for take-out, and the Golf
Course Restaurant just a short drive
down Hwy 31 is open most days for
lunch and dinner. If you’re looking for a
special coffee, the Hummingbird coffee
cart is well worth a visit. Sunnyside
Natural Foods offers healthy soup,
snacks and smoothies.

by Jan McMurray
The Wagon Road Trail between
Kaslo and Fish Lake is getting some
new signage this year.
There will be trailhead signage,
signage with maps, and signs to
remind people not to linger on the
trail where it crosses private property,
reports Dustin East, president of
the Kaslo to Sandon Rails to Trails
Society, which maintains the Wagon
Road Trail under an agreement with
Rec Sites & Trails BC.
The 30-kilometre trail between
Kaslo and Fish Lake begins on
Zwicky Road in Kaslo, and there are
many other access points along Hwy
31A. A popular spot is at South Fork,
where there is a network of mountain
bike and cross-country ski trails, and
a parking area on the highway. The
society is proposing another parking
lot just west of Retallack, and hopes

to have that in place for the winter
of 2023-24.
East explains that the Wagon
Road Trail is multiuse. “It’s open
to quads, bikes, e-bikes, hikers,
horseback riders – everyone,” he
says. “And we’re really excited about
how popular e-bikes are becoming!”
A new shop in Kaslo rents out
e-bikes, and offers guided tours along
the Wagon Road. The round trip from
Kaslo to Fish Lake and back takes
about three hours.
Funding for the signage project
comes from Columbia Basin Trust,
and Recreation Sites & Trails BC
will supply posts.
A map of the trail is available at
the Visitor Centre in Kaslo, at the
Moyie.
For more information about the
trail and volunteer opportunities,
contact dustin.east@gmail.com.

Eateries

Shops

Browsing the shops on Kaslo’s main
street and chatting with the friendly staff

New signage for Wagon Road Trail

Stop by and see lots of
beautiful summer dresses,
sparkling sun-catchers, and
more. Open every day.
250.353.2566

408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
www.figmentscanada.com

For all your long
weekend grocery
needs!

Open 7 days a week
8 am – 8 pm
411 Front St., Kaslo 353-2331

Some of the volunteer members of the trail crew at a work party on the Wagon Road trail.
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New Denver’s Kohan Garden celebrates 30 years
with friends, demonstrated the
Japanese paper-folding art known as
origami. On display was a hanging
constellation of 1,000 Peace and
Harmony cranes in all colours of the

rainbow, known as a “senbazuru,”
that normally resides in the Nikkei
Centre. Garrick said this form of
origami is the adopted symbol of
the cities Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

PHOTO CREDIT: ART JOYCE

by Art Joyce
A busy program of vendors,
workshops, food and volunteer
appreciation drew visitors to the
Kohan Reflection Garden on
Sunday, July 24. Demonstrations
of watercolour painting, floral
distillation and origami offered
techniques to inspire creativity while
adding to the colourful atmosphere of
the day’s events. Music throughout
the day included the Fiddle Dee Dee
trio, Gary and Donna Jean, Paul
Gibbons on bansuri flute, world
renowned cellist Johanna Perron,
and the ethereal dance stylings of
Tsuneko ‘Koko’ Kokubo. Rebecca
Sargent gave a demonstration of the
martial art known as aikido.
Master of ceremonies Nicky
Blackshaw presided over the
awarding of volunteer appreciation
gifts for some of the Kohan’s
longest-standing gardeners,
including Bay and John Herrmann,
Daniel Hellyer, Margaret Hartley,
Sakaye Hashimoto, Ray Nichols,
Hank Hastings, Gary Wright, Joan
Law, Barb Yeomans and Moonbow
Rutkowski. Volunteer and parttime employee Erica Mallam was
mentioned for her contribution to
the ongoing maintenance of the
garden. Mayor Leonard Casley
spoke very briefly to congratulate
the Slocan Lake Garden Society,
which manages the garden. Ray
Nichols made an appeal for more
volunteers and board members. He
said the society is always in need
of financial contributions to cover
annual expenses. This can also come
in the form of volunteers skilled at
writing grant applications, which the
society has been very successful at
over the years. But they are open
to accepting donations, stocks,
bequests and other financial support
for the Kohan endowment fund.
“No one has contributed more
than Ray, turning an empty lot
into this beautiful garden,” said
Blackshaw. “He never forgot that the
intention of the garden is to honour
the Japanese Canadian internees.”
Naturally she offered high praise
for the work of all the volunteers.
Of Bay Herrmann she said, “Bay
proceeds through life with a steady
hand. She is unflappable and always
ready with a smile.”
Blackshaw gave special mention
to the three founding members of the
original board of directors when the
society was formed in 1987: Eleanor
Quirk, Pauli Inosi and Jean Belcher.
Among its very first volunteer
crews were Chie Kamegaya, Kay
Takahara, Sakaye Hashimoto, Hank
Hastings, Randy Angrignon, DonnaJean Wright, and Joan Law. They
were thus critical to the early shaping
of the garden as we know it today,
said Blackshaw.
Among the vendors were
Joerg Becker Fine Photography,
Patrizia Menton of Chiaroscuro
Photographic Gallery, Silver
Sage Flora, textiles artist Morgen
Bardati, encaustic artist Louise
Ducharme, sculptor Wayne Fagan,
and others. Manna Garrick Rice
and her daughter Aurora, along

Manna Garrick Rice and friend Cassandra offered instruction on the fine Japanese art of origami.

A person who receives a Peace and
Harmony crane is said to receive a
gift of healing, and she made it a goal

with her daughter last year to create
another 1,000 cranes to give away
for the cause of peace.

Debbie Guerin

It is with great sadness that we
announce the peaceful passing of
Mrs. Debbie Guerin of Slocan, BC
on July 2, 2022 at the age of 65 years.
Debbie loved a lot, but most of
all, her family, friends, her cats, who
were practically her children, and
being in nature, enjoying as much
as she could. She will be so sadly
missed, but never ever forgotten.
Debbie was survived by her
brothers, Glen and Mark (Lisa)
Solecki, sisters, Bev (Keith) Yoxall
and Laurie (Marc) Septav, brothersin-law, Robert and Kelvin, sister-in-law, Donna, as well as many nieces,
nephews, and good friends. She was pre deceased by her husband,
Gerry Guerin, and her parents, Harry and Mary Solecki, as well as her
brother, Jim.
As per Debbie’s request, there will be no funeral. Donations may be
made in Debbie’s honour to the SPCA.
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Fibre arts festival returns
by Jan McMurray
FibreFeelia returned to New
Denver June 24-26 after a twoyear hiatus. Daphne Budding,
owner of Laurel Tree Fabric and
Fibre (formerly Sew Much More),
organized this year’s event, and
promises that the fibre arts festival
will continue to be held annually at
the end of June.
“This year was almost like starting
again because of the forced break and

because we didn’t start planning until
April. However, based on the desired
goals, it was a success. Thank you
to all of the vendors, the teachers,
the merchants of New Denver and
Silverton, the Camp Cafe for keeping
us in coffee, water and snacks and the
terrific volunteers who helped to put
this event together,” Budding said.
A small crowd attended Friday’s
‘Feel the Fibre’ evening, and
workshops on Saturday and Sunday

COMMUNITY
on quilting and embroidery. Eight
vendors set up in the gym.
Most participants were from the
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region, but people came from as far
away as Vancouver, Calgary and
Northern Saskatchewan.

The event was held at Lucerne
School in New Denver and was the
fourth FibreFeelia festival.

The FibreFeelia festival returned to New Denver this year, organized by Daphne Budding (far right), with help from Geraldine Buchanan (far left)
and Pat Martin of Northern Saskatchewan (middle).

Columbia Basin Culture Tour
submitted
The 14th annual Columbia
Basin Culture Tour combines a road
trip with uniquely curated cultural
experiences for a weekend of fun.
Eighty-four venues are participating
in the 2022 edition across four
regions in the Basin.
By following the tour map, you

will visit artists’ studios, museums,
art galleries and heritage sites.
With exhibitions, artwork displays,
creative process demonstrations and
performances, there is something
new to experience at each venue.
With performances and presentations
for all ages, you can bring the whole
family.
This free, self-guided tour
happens August 6 and 7, from

10 am to 5 pm local time. Grab a
Culture Tour directory from a Visitor
Info Centre near you or contact
the Columbia Kootenay Cultural
Alliance office at 250-505-5505 to
receive one by mail.
Take a sneak peek of the
artist/venue profile pages at www.
cbculturetour.com with additional
images on Facebook and Instagram
@cbculturetour.

Dam Pottery in South Slocan is one of the stops on the Columbia Basin Culture Tour.

Mayor Suzan Hewat, Kaslo; Eva Kelemen, Kaslo Library Director; and Blair Weston, Community and
Indigenous Relations Manager, FortisBC celebrate FortisBC’s $1,500 donation to the Kaslo & District Public
Library. Mayor Hewat won the $1,500 donation to a community organization of her choice at the Association
of Kootenay Boundary Local Governments conference, and chose the library as the recipient.
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Nakusp council, July 11: Municipal taxes lower than average
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Residents of Nakusp are paying
a little below the average in taxes for
the services they receive, says a report
from staff.
After councillors inquired at the
June meeting how a local property
owner’s tax burden compares to
other communities, staff did some
digging. And the numbers show that
comparatively, Nakusp residents pay
competitive rates.
“The Village taxes are comparable
to the average municipality in the
region, but are approximately 25%
lower than the average municipality
across BC,” the report says.
The stats show that in direct
municipal taxes, Nakuspians pay $979.
Other municipalities in the RDCK have
an average $1,025 bill, while in BC, the
average is $1,669. That puts Nakusp the
128th lowest-taxed community out of
161 in the province.
When all other tax requisitions
are counted (school, fire, police, etc.),
the number jumps a little higher.
Nakuspians pay $2,294 annually,
compared to $3,067 across BC, setting

the Village in 112th spot overall.
The report notes that it’s not
always straightforward to compare
communities.
“It is important to note that while
municipalities have a lot of similarities
in the ways that they operate, they
also have unique differences,” the
report says, including the services they
provide and how they are paid for –
many functions of local government
in Nakusp are being provided by the
RDCK, for instance.

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Being on the south end of a
40-kilometre lake that flows south
means a lot of flotsam and jetsam
ends up on Slocan’s beach.
Every spring during freshet,
many tonnes of sticks, branches and
tree trunks land on Slocan beach’s
shore. This year saw particularly
high water and strong currents bring
a lot of material to the beach. While
staff clean up wood blocking access
to the boat launch, they usually
wait until the end of the freshet
before they begin to clean up the
real mess. That’s when they can get
heavy equipment onto the sand to
do the work.
“Starting clean-up before the
water begins to recede would
exhaust Village resources,” wrote
CAO Gordon in a report. “It is high
season for other Village projects
and operations, and with debris
continually washing in daily, and
several weeks expected until freshet
has subsided, this would not be
productive.”
But the public is complaining a
lot to councillors, and that prompted
Councillor Madeleine Perriere to
say the Village has to try harder.
“If you have public works come
every day, remove it, not just push
it, we have 20 acres we can dedicate
a place to do that,” she told council.
“I am sure after one week we will
see a difference. If it’s a thing of not
going on the sand, with the machine,
there’s a good old wheelbarrow, you
just start moving it further, and the
loader can take it away.
“I don’t see any other place
where they wait for water to go
down... We have to get on it and get
it cleaned up. Especially this year
with the late high water.”
The mayor defended the public
works staff’s reasoning, but said
council does have to address the

problem.
“… The model we’ve been
using, it’s not sufficient, and we
should provide the resources and
if that’s a contract so that there’s
somebody doing landscaping and
beach cleanup, well, that’s a contract
for somebody,” she said.
But that’s planning for next
year’s budget. In the meantime,
council directed that the public
works crews to clean up the boat
launch area.
Other beach-related motions
passed addressed setting aside the
west side of the beach from the dock
for non-motorized craft to launch,
and setting up part of the parking
lot for boat trailers.

Parcel taxes coming?

The tax comparison report also
hints that a new tax may be coming to
Nakusp.
Currently, the Village has no
‘parcel’ taxes on its water and sewer
systems. A parcel tax charges each
property in the village a flat rate per
foot of frontage. They’re often used in
other towns to pay for water and sewer
capital infrastructure construction or
improvements.
“Currently the Village recovers
these costs through user rates, however,
with the completion of the Village’s
asset management plan, it has been
determined that there is a shortfall

in the amounts currently being put
aside in reserves,” the report notes.
“Staff is investigating the feasibility
of implementing a frontage tax to fund
water/sewer capital infrastructure, while
having user rates cover operating costs,
which is a common practice.”
While that would result in an
increase in taxes, it would also mean a
decrease in water/sewer user rates.
A full report will be coming to
council in the future outlining the
benefits/drawbacks to switching to this
type of funding model.
Council received the report as
information.

Water use drops

While a lot depends on the weather,
stats collected by the public works staff
show that upgrades to the water system
and conservation campaigns seem to be
working to cut water use.
Statistics show Nakusp residents
used a little over 73,500 cubic metres
of water in May 2019. This year, it used
39,300 cubic metres.
June 2022 saw residents use 39,000
cubic metres, down from 94,000 in
2019.
However, the biggest driver of

water use continues to be temperature.
“It is noted that the total water
consumption follows average summer
temperatures except for the COVID-19
pandemic years of 2019 and 2020, both
cooler years on average but with much
higher total consumption,” says a staff
report.
Hot years like 2017, 2018 and 2021
saw higher water use, while this spring
was very cool and wet.
Still, the report says water use has
reduced generally and slightly year to
year. “Consumer habits and leak fixes
are likely both leading to this trend,”
the report says.

Hot springs, cool cash

The Village-owned hot springs
continue to recover from the pandemic.
Revenue stats show the facility
made over $111,000 in May 2022,
compared to $14,000 the same month
last year, when the facility was closed
for all but a week. June saw the
pool/campground facility earn over
$123,000, compared to $77,000 same
month last year.
The facility was closed for both
months in 2020 because of COVID-19.
More than 5,200 people went for a
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soak at the hot springs in June this year,
and more than 700 people camped there
overnight.

Procedures Bylaw amended

Council gave first three readings to
a revised procedures bylaw, which sets
the rules for calling council meetings,
setting agendas, passing bylaws, etc.
The bylaw will be formally adopted
by September, so that the newly elected
council after this October’s municipal
vote can have fresh rules to abide by.
The current bylaw is 20 years
old, and staff reviewed it to clean up
inconsistencies and weak legal writing.
“This bylaw helps facilitate
transparency and accountability to
the public,” says a staff report. “A
well-written and followed Council
Procedure Bylaw helps protect the local
government from having decisions
overturned due to procedural issues.”

Slocan council, July 11: Councillors call for beach cleanup

Big lift for community
gym

There’ll be new equipment
coming to the community-run
fitness centre. Council approved
giving just under $4,000 to the
centre for a new treadmill and
weight set.
The total cost of the equipment
is over $12,000, but the centre
received another grant, from the
Columbia Basin Trust, to cover
the first $9,000. The money to
complete the project will come
from the fitness centre’s reserve
account, which is administered by
the Village. A bit more may have
to be withdrawn, depending how
prices for the equipment has risen.
That fund will still have about
$9,000 remaining after the purchase.

Greenhouse support

The plan to build a four-season
greenhouse in Slocan to support
food security got a nod of approval
from council. The WE Graham
Community Service Society would
like to build a $30,000 greenhouse
on part of the Village-owned land
the non-profit currently uses for the
food bank garden.

“Food prices are soaring,
and climate change is impacting
our ability to grow food,” wrote
WEGCSS Executive Director
Miryam Bishop in a letter to council.
“Between wildfire smoke and
extremes in heat and rain, a more
controlled environment for growing
food will increase our adaptability
and resilience to these changes.”
The society is seeking
Agriculture Canada and local
funding for the $160,000 project,
which also includes improvements
to food storage facilities and other
work. They asked council to support
the project, including permission to
build the permanent structure on the
Village land.
That will take rezoning the land
from residential to parks and public
institutional use. Staff is beginning
to prepare the documents for the
required public process that will
begin when the society receives its
funding to build the project.
Staff will also write a letter
supporting the society’s applications
to various funding agencies, and
begin discussing the term length
for the licence of occupation of the
Village lands.

Harold Street project
delay

The Village is going to take
another crack at tendering its
downtown beautification planning
after receiving only one bid on the
project.
“Staff predict this is due to timing
of the [Request for Proposals], and
many consultants are busy with
other projects,” CAO Michelle
Gordon wrote in a report.
The Harold Street North Detailed
Design Plan is a $75,000 project to
hire electrical engineers, landscape
designers and road builders to
scope out and design the new
downtown core of the community.

The project will also see lot lines,
building envelopes, drainage and
infrastructure in the area all mapped
out in detail. The goal is to beautify
and firmly establish the area as the
village core.
But that work will now likely be
put off a few months as the Village
waits for market conditions for
labour improve.
Gordon said the Village will
consult with its RFP contractor and
reissue the tender when the timing
seems better.

READY to meet FREDDY?

Looking for the perfect family cat? Meet our handsome “Freddy”, tuxedo colouring from head to
paws! He loves his humans, follows them around,
falls asleep in their lap. Freddy is 10 months old,
neutered, very healthy. Phone PALS at 250-2653792 to meet cuddly and playful Freddy. He is
ready to become part of your family today!

WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

Assistant Manager Job Posting

The Assistant Manager is responsible to the Manager to aid in the day-to-day
operations of the 52 seniors’ rental units owned and operated by the Arrowtarian Senior Citizens Society (ASCS).
This is a casual position ~ 5 hours per week. Flexible schedule. Starting
Wage $20.00/hour
Starting September 1, 2022
The eligible candidate should have or be willing to learn building and ground
maintenance. Good inter-personal skills and good written and verbal skills
are also required. The ability to work in a flexible environment and either
individually or on a team is also needed.
Qualifications, Experience and Educational Requirements
· Preferrable previous experience in building management
· Previous accounting experience
· Previous experience with standard office and building management software
· Experience working with senior citizens
· High School Diploma
Additional Requirements
· Must be available for on-call work
· Must provide a Criminal Records Check (including vulnerable
persons)
Resume to be sent to info@arrowtarian.com or PO Box 688 Nakusp, BC
V0G1R0 by August 8, 2022
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Kaslo council, July 12: A Avenue waternmain project underway
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Work officially began on the A Ave
watermain replacement project this
month, with Village staff touring the
site with the contractor to discuss the
job. Brenton Industries won the contract
to replace the leaky, aging line for
$671,435 plus GST. Details of the actual
construction are now being worked out,
materials being ordered, etc., with an
expected start date in September, CAO
Ian Dunlop reported.

Insurance study

Village staff are going to put together
a report on allowing community groups
to be covered under the Village’s
municipal insurance policy. Several
local groups have been included under
the policy in recent months, including
the baseball club and community garden
society. The latest request comes from
the Kaslo Racquet Club.
“Like many local non-profit
organizations, the Kaslo Racquet Club
(KRC) is looking to reduce the amount
of their limited budget that must be spent
on insurance,” says a report to council.
Joining as associate members to the
Municipal Insurance Association of BC

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome
1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
– Open daily –

(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

would cut their insurance bill in half.
While it’s good for the clubs joining,
staff want to ensure it doesn’t add a
burden to their workload — and thus,
on taxpayers. The Village has to monitor
the practices of the partner organizations
to ensure that known risks are mitigated,
and don’t unreasonably increase the
municipality’s liability exposure.
“Sometimes we don’t have as much
oversight as we should have, because
the liability rests with the Village,” said
Mayor Suzan Hewat. “And a lot of
times the activities maybe don’t coincide
with what we would normally allow
on municipal property under our own
insurance because we don’t have the
control over it.”
Council directed staff to prepare a
report looking at the issue further.

Making a racquet

There was coincidentally a lot of
discussion about the Racquet Club this
meeting. The club also asked council
for support in applying for funding for
a $350,000 project to renovate their
existing courts, which are situated on
Village-owned land.
“The tennis courts are currently in
very poor condition, and grant funding
may be available to assist with the cost
of repairs,” notes a staff report.
The KRC is seeking $10,000 in seed
money and in-kind contributions from
the Village, as well as a letter of support
to accompany their $250,000 application
to a Columbia Basin Trust fund program.
“The KRC has between 4045 members and believes that with
improved facilities, additional
community participation would be
expected,” the report continues. “In
addition to resurfacing the existing tennis
courts, the proposed project includes the
construction of new washroom facilities,
which will require ongoing cleaning and
upkeep as well as general maintenance.”
While council gave approval in
principle for the project, many questions
remain, not the least of which is how the
club will get the rest of the money it will
need for the project.
Council directed staff to work with
the KRC and CBT to refine the proposal,

No Boat — No
Problem

Learn to Sail Sundays on Slocan
Only 99.00 First 4 ppl per Sunday
Aug 7,14,21,28 RSVP only

Sailing Master Class on Slocan Lake

2-2.5 hr classes x 3= 6-7.5 hrs Private Instruction
$349, 2ppl $499

Slocan Lake Sail Tour

Caves, rivers fun and private Beach drop: $175. 2 ppl
Catamaran Sailing are the fastest and Funnest,
Fit agile ppl w Swim Exp only

Call 250-354-9268
kootenaycatamaran@gmail.com

PFDs and Boats included
(Boston Whaler & Sea Spray Catamaran)

identify additional sources of funding
and confirm maintenance plans (and
costs) for the facilities.
Council, however, rejected a third
ask from the racquetball club. The club
wanted an exemption from a policy that
blocks them from applying for Village
recreation funds this fall.
The club got $500 from the Village
this spring to buy a tennis ball serving
machine. But prices for them are
apparently rising dramatically, and the
club found after fundraising it was still
short money for the purchase. They
want to apply for more funding from
the Village Recreation Fund, but can’t
because they haven’t spent that spring
grant yet.
It’s a catch-22 the club was hoping
to resolve, but council wouldn’t budge.
“Since limited grant funding is
available, the current policy is intended
to encourage applicants to find other
sources to supplement the Recreation
Grant and prevent groups from simply
accumulating funds at each intake in
order to complete their project,” notes
a staff report. “Providing an exception
for the KRC would defeat the purpose
of this policy.”

Raising new roofs

The gazebo and concession stand
will get their cedar shingle roofs replaced
this year.
Staff said they tried to get multiple
quotes for the job to ensure good use of
taxpayers’ money, but because worker
demand is so high, only one contractor
bid on the job. Pro-Force Contracting
won the award by default, for a price
of $19,640.

Patio permit granted

The Treehouse Restaurant was
granted a temporary licence to operate
its outdoor patio this summer, despite
the fact it’s not accessible to people with
mobility issues.
While accessibility is considered
an essential feature for food and
beverage establishments in Kaslo,
many of the village’s older buildings
were constructed prior to regulated
accessibility standards, and modification

is not considered practicable. That
includes the Treehouse, which does not
have accessible washrooms inside.
“Since there is not access from the
patio to an accessible washroom inside
the restaurant, the owners are asking
council to extend this exemption to the
patio,” says the staff report.
The report notes some businesses
in Nelson have the same issue and are
granted licences to operate, so it’s not an
unknown solution. It also notes the patio,
which was actually built for another local
restaurant but sold to the Treehouse,
might be modifiable – just not right now.
“We appreciate that the summer
season is short, and the restaurant has
struggled to make the deck work,” staff
note. “As it is a hardship for the owners
to modify the deck at this stage, and
potentially lose several more weeks
of the summer season, [a] temporary
exception for this year is reasonable.
The design of the deck can be modified
in the off-season and installed next year
with better accessibility.”

system. Council directed staff to look
into the matter further and report back.

Staying in CSLAC

A problem with their septic tank has
prompted a Kaslo resident on A Avenue
to ask if they could be connected to the
Village sewage system.
“We are at 625 Avenue A and have
been told that we are very close by
the city sewer line as we are down the
hill from the hospital and across from
the school,” Lauren Siegel wrote to
council. “We are still getting our problem
evaluated but wonder if connecting is
something we can do if there’s not an
easy fix.”
There are five properties on that side
of the street, and staff said connecting
them to the system could work.
“Inclusion of the properties makes
sense because they could be easily
connected if they would like to do so,” a
report says. “Inclusion of the properties
within the [system] will make them
subject to parcel taxation, which is
payable by all other properties that front
on the sewer system.”
It would cost about $4,000 per
household to hook up to the public

The Village of Kaslo will remain
a member of a regional government
committee whose value some councillors
question. Council voted down a motion
by Henry Van Mill to pull the Village
out of the Regional District of Central
Kootenay’s Community Sustainability
Advisory Committee.
Van Mill and the other councillors
heard an RDCK delegation at the
June 28 council meeting, where they
were told about the benefits of the
committee, which includes research and
policy development on issues like food,
environmental protection, and watershed
management.
But Van Mill said he wasn’t swayed
by those arguments.
“I’m not discussing the merits of this
committee, only the way it is financed,”
he said. “Why are the residents of Kaslo
and Silverton paying extra tax to support
this committee that benefits all the
RDCK, every one in the RDCK, whether
you pay into it or not.”
Van Mill said he didn’t believe
Kaslo’s withdrawal would cause the end
of the committee, and felt all members
of the RDCK should pay to support its
work. He also noted the Village could
save about $5,700 annually in fees to
the committee.
But the mayor and other councillors
were willing to stick with CSLAC, even
if it was hard to pin down direct benefits
to the community.
“I have some sympathy for what
Councillor Van Mill is saying,” said
Councillor Rob Lang. “But with the
presentation we received from [RDCK
General Manager of Development and
Community Sustainability] Sangita
Sudan, I think the service is actually
functioning rather well, and they’re
doing a good job of leveraging what
money they do have to get some grants
and programs going.”
The motion to leave CSLAC was
defeated 3-2. Councillor Kellie Knoll
voted with Van Mill on the motion.

increasing, the shoreline mappers found.
“The FIMP project demonstrates
that the current regulatory framework has
been unsuccessful in protecting riparian
areas,” says a report to the RDCK’s Rural
Affairs Committee by Planner Corey
Scott. “Between 2012 and 2021, 4.5 km
of natural shoreline was lost and there
was a 10.1% decrease in ‘very high’ and
‘high’ value habitat.”
The study emphasizes the importance
of mitigating the incremental losses of
habitat that result from anthropogenic
(human-caused) pressures. It notes 91%
of the affected shoreline was privately
held on rural residential and singlefamily residential properties.
“The findings of the 2021 FIMP
work demonstrate that the current
regulatory framework is failing to
preserve high value riparian areas
along Kootenay Lake’s shoreline,”
the report to the July 19 Rural Affairs
Committee says. “It is crucial to ensure
that development activities along the

shoreline are undertaken in a way that is
sensitive to the surrounding riparian area
in order to mitigate the negative impacts
of anthropogenic pressures.”
RDCK staff are now trying to draw
up regulations for foreshore development
that would protect the environment while
encouraging buy-in from residents.
While staff are recommending a 30-metre
buffer zone around the entire lake, where
an Environmental Development Permit
would be needed to build, they are
careful to note they are not trying to stop
shoreline development altogether.
“It is crucial to clarify that an EDPA
is not the same as a ‘setback,’ which
would typically prohibit development
of any kind,” the report says. “The intent
of the Review is to ensure that new
development and disturbance within
riparian areas is carried out responsibly
and the proper oversight is in place where
necessary.” Consultations have been
going on for months and will continue
for some time yet, the report says.

Sewer line support

Regulations to protect Kootenay Lake shoreline not
working, report says
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
As the RDCK plans for a new
Environmental Development Permit
Area around the Kootenay Lake
shoreline, the board heard some
sobering results from a recent study of
the Kootenay Lake foreshore.
A survey done last year by Living
Lakes Canada, called the Foreshore
Inventory Mapping Project, found that
while about two-thirds of the lake’s
roughly 400 kilometres of shoreline
are still natural, the other third has been
disturbed – mostly by humans.
And that disturbance is slowly
Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription
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Hidden Garden Gallery features drawings, photography and sculpture
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submitted
Flow, an exhibit by Renata Escodro,
wraps up on July 31. Renata practiced
architecture in Brazil, Spain, and Canada
for 15 years before exploring her artistic
side through drawing. Her work consists
of acrylic markers on paper, canvases
and walls. Her mixed media pieces
combine her love of landscape and
travel photography with digital art.

Renata’s work is inspired by her love of
nature, sense of humour and architectural
background.
The photographic exhibit Noticing
runs August 2-9. Featuring the work of
local photographer George Meier, the
exhibit invites us to see the world in a
new and different way, beyond our usual
frames and normal expectations. The
goal of George’s work is to encourage a

viewer to first see what is immediately
noticeable, then to notice what they might
not have seen, and finally, to see what is
not visible. This journey is ultimately an
interior journey, leading to “sightedness” –
or insight. An opening reception featuring
the music of Donna Jean and Gary Wright
will be held on Wednesday, August 3, from
7 to 9 pm.
The gallery features Hibernation

Dream August 9-14. Artist Lars
Baggenstos presents his chainsaw cut
relief painting on wooden panels, ink
paintings and sculptures. Lars states that
his artistic creativity and stimuli revolve
around the questions he has about human
and wildlife coexistence and the friction it
causes. Born in Germany and educated in
Switzerland, he spent four years in the heart
of the Bernese Alps learning the tricks of

the wood carving trade. His family and life
experiences instilled in him an appreciation
of wildlife, the environment and artistic
expression. Lar now calls Rossland home.
There will be an opening reception on
Friday, August 12, from 7 to 9 pm.
The Hidden Garden Gallery is located
at 112 Slocan Ave. The gallery is open
10 am-3 pm, Tuesday-Sunday. For more
information, visit hiddengardengallery.ca.

submitted
The Nakusp & Area Community Trails
Society has emerged from the COVID
lockdowns with new leadership and resolve
to carry on the great work of the society’s
founders. Bob Toews takes over from Barb
Chwachka as president with Shannon Wespi
as secretary, and Greta Negrave as treasurer.
Long serving members Jerry & Linda
Van Immerzeel, Cedra Eichenauer, Bianca
Neidhardt, and Simone Hoppe round out the

2022 board. Graham Froom is supporting
the board as the new trail maintenance
coordinator.
The big news for the 2022 season is the
restart of the society’s group hiking schedule
under the leadership of Simone Hoppe, Cathie
Newsome and the rest of the community
engagement team, including Facebook expert
Erika Momeyer. There are two upcoming trail
maintenance hike/work bees on August 7
(Hot Springs Trail) and August 14 (Kuskanax

Mountain). The hiking and work bee schedule
is available at nakusptrails.ca and the Nakusp
Visitor Centre. All are welcome to join in.
Major projects this year and last include
a new permanent bridge over Dinner Creek
on the Peter Roulston Trail (led by Jerry V
and suported by the CBT Trail Enhancement
Grant and Galena Bay Construction), a
planned repair this summer of the Saddle
Mountain Lookout following a lightning
strike last year (CBT and RDCK providing

financial support), a new bench at the summit
of the Kuskanax Mountain trail, switchback
upgrades on the lower south Kuskanax
Mountain approach (thanks to Recreation
Sites & Trails BC for their work crew, a
beautiful bench, and regular annual financial
support), repair of the Nakusp & Slocan Rail
Trail washout above Nakusp (sponsored by
KASA), and ongoing trail maintenance, repair
and signage work. Special thanks go to Jerry
V, Frank Kennedy and Brian Weatherhead for

keeping the trails free of deadfall.
NACTS also held its first Trail
Maintenance and Chainsaw Safety Workshop
at NACFOR’s South Arrow Park Trail, with
positive feedback from participants and the
instructors, Tom Zeleznik and Brian W.
Planning will begin soon for new stream
crossings on the Nakusp Hot Springs Trail
for next year.
More information and a membership
link: nakusptrails.ca.

Nakusp trails society restarts group hikes

Thank you for supporting your local businesses!

NAKUSP & AREA

Key to a thriving local economy

Bon Marche Dollar Dollar

Open 9 am - 5 pm Monday to Saturday. Contactless debit/credit. Cleaning
protocols in place, customers reminded to social distance. Masks are at the
discretion of the customer.
Facebook: Bon Marche Dollar Dollar Nakusp
250-265-3644

Crescent Bay Construction Ltd.

Open Mon-Sat, 8 am-5 pm
Nitrile gloves must be put on (available beside the door) when entering and
discarded (beside the door) when leaving.
Phone orders and pick-up available. E-transfer payment available at cresbay@
telus.net • 250-265-3747

Kim’s Kustoms

Open regular hours, 8:30 am-5:30 pm
250-265-4012

Nakusp Glass

Jones Boys Boats

Kelowna’s Brok Boys and Victoria’s Hemp & Company, as well as Abaka of
Montreal and Effort’s of Toronto. And our bookshelves are chock full of the best
books from BC & Canada and from around the world. • Thanks for shopping
local – we hope to see you soon! • 250-358-2178 • Facebook & Instagram •

Kaslo Hotel

Sharie Merrifield’s Bookkeeping Service

Kaslo Husky

Valley Voice

We are open for business! www.jonesboysboats.com
250.353.2550 info@jonesboysboats.com
https://www.facebook.com/Jonesboysboats
Restaurant & Pub open 11;30 am-9 pm. Front desk open 8 am-9 pm. Call or check
our website for reservations. Check our Facebook page for upcoming events. Strict
sanitizing protocols in place. 250-353-7714, www.kaslohotel.com.

Help your business succeed ! ! I will manage your GST, PST, MRDT, WCB, and Wage
Deduction Remittances in a timely manner. 25 years experience. Sharie Merrifield (250)
358 - 6806 Email: sha01@telus.net (that is a zero, not an ‘O’)

Open Mon-Fri, 5 am-8 pm; Sat 6 am-8 pm; Sun 7 am-8 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. 250-353-2205

Open 1-833-501-1700; valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca, www.valleyvoice.ca

T.H.E. Pharmacy (Kaslo)

Bicycle sales and service

Open Monday-Friday 9:30 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-353-2224, By fax: 250-353-2336, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.com
For prescription refills online visit: kaslopharmacy.myrefill.ca
403 Front Street, PO Box 550, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslopharm@gmail.com, phone 250-353-2224, fax 250-353-2336

Wilds of Canada Cycle
Open Thurs-Fri, 10 am-5 pm
Drop-off service for bicycle repairs. Call for appointment: 250-358-7941

SILVERTON

Silverton Building Supplies

Kaslo Mechanical

Open Monday - Saturday 8 am - 5 pm. Your Slocan Valley Timber Mart BUILDING CENTRE plus tools, hardware, housewares, camping supplies, propane,
ice, live bait, farm and pet supplies, and much more. 100% locally owned and
operated. Quality products, competitive prices, friendly and knowledgeable
service. 250-358-2293

Pick-up and delivery of anything from licenced food, beverage and retail stores.
250-265-8222

Kul Nijjar, REALTOR(R) Fair Realty Ltd.

Silverton Camp Cafe

Royal LePage Selkirk Realty

Sunnyside Naturals

Open
Drop in, call or email to make an appointment.
250-265-3252, nakuspglass@gmail.com

Nakusp Taxi

Open Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 12 noon, 1 pm - 4:30 pm.
Our agents are more than happy to help!
250-265-3635; Nakusp@royallepage.ca

Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay

Mon-Sat, 9 am-5:30 pm
Please drop off bike repairs to the front entrance of the shop.
No appointments are necessarily for bike tune-ups. Our coffee shop and
lounge area is open.
For all inquiries, call us at 250-265-3332, email info@shons.ca, website:
www.shons.ca, Facebook: Shon’s Bike-Ski-Stay.

Save-On-Foods

Open 8 am - 8 pm daily until September 4, then back to 8 am-7 pm Bottle
returns - up to 2 dozen max.
250-265-3662.

Eagle Small Motors and Repairs

Monday 4-6 pm; Tuesday-Thursday 9 am-6 pm; Friday-Saturday 9 am-5 pm.
250-265-4911

KASLO & AREA
ACE Building Centre-Kaslo

Open 7:30-5 Mon-Sat, Open Sundays and most stat holidays 10-2
250-353-7628, kaslo.building@telus.net, www.kaslobuilding.com

Angry Hen Brewing Company

Open for patio and inside seating with off-sales for beer to go, 7 days a week!
Phone to pre-order or to arrange a ‘beer-it-forward’ delivery for a friend. 250353-7446, lounge@angryhenbrewing.com, Facebook, Instagram.

Cornucopia

Now open Mon-Sat, 9:00 - 5:30, closed Sunday
250-353-2594; cornkaslo@gmail.com; Facebook Cornucopiakaslo

JB’s Pub & Restaurant

Open Wed-Sun, 3-9 pm. Hours will extend in the summer.
Takeout available 250-353-7716; 250-353-7717

Open! Tuesday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
Closed long weekends. 6336 Hwy 31, Kaslo • 250-353-7409
Open! kul@kulnijjar.ca, 250-505-4722

Open Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. Food takeout
Phone orders and delivery available. 250-353-9667

Woodbury Resort

Boat rentals, Camping, Fishing! Angler Incentive Program Depot
Ph: 250-353-7717; Fax 250-353-2004 woodbury@netidea.com

SLOCAN VALLEY
NEW DENVER

Glacier View Service

Open 7 days, 8 am - 5:30 pm
250-358-2445

T.H.E. Pharmacy (New Denver)

Open Mon-Fri, 10 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-358-2500, By fax: 250-358-2520, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.
com (please use reference “NDCP”) 309 6th Avenue, New Denver V0G 1S0

New Market Foods

Open every day, 8 am-6 pm
You are welcome to come and shop. Keep your distance as much as you can with
others. We have hand sanitizer at the door as well as at the tills. If you are self
isolating or not wanting to come to the store, we can do your shopping for you and
have it delivered to you or you can pick it up. You can call the store at 250-358-2270
or email shop@newmarketfoods.ca to place your orders.

Raven’s Nest

Open every day: Mon–Sat, 10:30a–4:30p; Sun, 11a–3p • Our gazebo on
Main has great natural fibre clothing deals, and for further savings please visit
RavensNestBC.com • Recent Arrivals: The latest in eco-fashion is now here from

Open year round, 7 days a week including holidays! Everything fresh baked
daily. Monday-Saturday 9:00-4:00, Sunday 9-3. 780-660-3784

SLOCAN

Village of Slocan – Office, Library, Clinic, Fitness Centre

Village Office open – Masks Mandatory. Library open (Thursdays 1-5pm, Sundays 11am-3pm) - COVID protocols in place; masks mandatory; take out service
available. Clinic open – Nurse Practitioner, Acupuncture - COVID protocols in
place; masks mandatory. Fitness Centre temporarily closed.

Slocan Village Market

Open every day 9am-8pm
Slocan Village Market is your local, affordable market. We are proud to offer
a wide range of products including: Full grocery selection - Organic, Locally
produced and Natural products - Fresh Produce - Beer, Wine and Liquor - Meat
Department - In-store Deli & Bakery - Health & Beauty - Lotto - Hunting & Fishing
& Much More!! 250-355-2211, svmkt@telus.net

WINLAW

Emery Herbals Botanical Dispensary, Healing Suites and
Teaching Centre
The Botanical Dispensary is open Thursday - Saturday 12-4.
Order requests can be sent to orders@emeryherbals.com or phone 250-226-7744.

Visit our online shop: https://emeryherbals.com/online-apothecary/

Colleen Emery, Cl.H, RHT (BCHA) is seeing clients onsite and online or via phone.
New clients are welcome. All classes and programs are hosted onsite and online.

Mama Sita’s

Open for dine-in, take-out, delivery & Outdoor seating. Sun 8 am-7 pm, Mon 8
am-7 pm Tues 8 am - 7 pm Wed-Sat 8 am - 8 pm.
Phone or come in. 250-226-7070.

Gaia Tree Whole Foods

New hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-6 pm; Sun 10 am-4 pm
Email to order for pick-up: gaiatreewholefoods@gmail.com 250-226-7255
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Awardwinning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.
COVID CARE ALLIANCE: This
alliance of independent Canadian doctors,
scientists and health care practitioners is
committed to providing top-quality and
balanced evidence-based information to
the Canadian public about COVID-19
so that hospitalizations can be reduced,
lives saved, and our country safely
restored as quickly as possible. www.
canadiancovidcarealliance.org.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

THE VALLEY VOICE IS FOR SALE!
Great opportunity to become the proud owner
of the Valley Voice and a quaint building on
the main street of New Denver. The paper is
well loved and respected, still going strong
after 30 years. The business can provide a
modest living for you and your family, and
wonderful community connections. We
would stay as long or as little as you need
us. We have absolutely loved our life as
newspaper people! Give us a call at 1-833501-1700 for a chat, or email valleyvoice@
valleyvoice.ca. Yours, Dan & Jan.

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

CARD OF THANKS

A VERY GRATEFUL THANK YOU
to all our local friends, family and
customers who helped build the new Nuru
patio and outdoor seating area. It looks
fabulous! Mike Hicks, Nels Lindstein, Karl
Barkowsky, Brian Taylor, Stewart Nelson,
Jesse Oldham, Ron Husberg, Beth Penny,
and Maddie Freeman-Adair.

COMING EVENTS

ELDER ABUSE PREVENTION
- Drop in at the Resource Centre on
Wednesdays, 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson (Nelson & District Seniors
Coordinating Society). 250-352-6008,
NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.com,
www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca
SLOCAN SATURDAY MARKET - Come
join us at Expo Park in the village of Slocan.
Featuring local farmers, artisans, food, kids
zone, and live music. Every Saturday, 10
am-2 pm. June, July, and August.
SQUARE DANCING - on the second
Saturday of every month, 7-9 pm at the
Bosun Hall, New Denver. Ages 13 and up are
welcome. Admission is by donation. Bring a
water bottle and a snack to share at the break.
Current COVID protocols will apply.

Local, organic
homemade food

509 Harold Street
Slocan, BC, V0G 2C0
Open Thurs - Sun
250-355-2433
Tues- Sat 8 am - 4 pm

Your ad could
be here for only
NEW HOURS
MON-FRI 8 +
A.M.GST
- 2 P.M.
$12.00

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

AGRICULTURE

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Now Open Every Day!
Mon–Sat, 10:30 am - 4:30 pm
Sunday, 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Main Street, New Denver
www.RavensNestBC.com

119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

BIG DOG MUSIC

• Guitars and Accessories • Musical
Instruments • Vintage Vinyl Records • New
Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment - Turntables

421 6th Ave, New Denver
250-307-0163

We provide timely processing
of your Payroll, A/Ps, A/Rs, and
Financial Statements

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm

Mon-Sat 9-6
Sunday 10-4

Chartered Professional Accountant

Need to manage your GST, PST,
MRDT, WorkSafeBC, & Wage
Deduction remittances?

518 6th Ave • New Denver

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of the month

H. A. Benson Inc.

ACCOUNTING
FOR YOU

New Market Foods

– Bulk Ordering –

CLASSIFIED ADS

THE FRIDAY MARKET happens every
Friday in downtown New Denver – 9:30am
to 1:30pm. This gem of a market offers a
bounty of local produce, food products,
flowers, herbs and handmade artisan
wares. Find us on Facebook for weekly
vendor updates. Email: ndfridaymarket@
gmail.com
NEW DENVER’S HIDDEN GARDEN
GALLERY invites you to experience
artistic diversity. Renata Escodro’s exhibit
of drawings ends on Sunday, July 31.
George Meier’s photographic work is
featured, August 2-9. Lars Baggenstos’
exhibit of painting and wooden sculptures
runs August 9-14. The Hidden Garden
Gallery is located at 112 Slocan Ave. The
gallery is open 10 am-3 pm, TuesdaySunday. For more information, please visit
hiddengardengallery.ca.
ARGENTINE TANGO WORKSHOP
August 12/14 Taghum Hall, Nelson.
Beginner’s Bootcamp too! FREE intro
August 11 in Nelson. Info: franwallis77@
gmail.com or 250-358-2448.
SLOCAN LAKE ARTS COUNCIL
(SLAC) presents exciting live performances
and activities for everyone. Next

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Sharie Merrifield
25 years experience
Email: sha01@telus.net
(That is a zero, not an ‘0’)
Tel: (250) 358-6806

performances at SLAC: Diemm Trio - July
30, Kitchen Sink Pocket Orchestra - Aug
2 and the Jon Burden band is back Aug 6!
SLAC also offers fun activities including
Fused Glass Suncatchers with Margot on
Aug 2; Tie Dye workshops on Aug 4 & Aug
9; & Family Art Excursion: Explore & Stamp
in the Woods on Aug 10. More to come! Go
to slocanlakeartscouncil.ca for more details.

FOR RENT

PRIME RETAIL/COMMERCIAL
SPACE available for lease on Broadway
in Nakusp. 500 to 2000 sq/ft. C-1, core
commercial. 92 W Broadway St. 250265-1568.

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
WATKINS PRODUCTS, HAND
CRAFTS – Bertha Williams, #11 – 217
Zacks Rd. 250-265-9080.

HEALTH

SHADE TREE MASSAGE THERAPY
now welcoming new and returning clients
for therapeutic and relaxation treatments.
Clean, quiet, professional office located

The Valley Voice July 28, 2022
in Winlaw. Jessica Coonen RMT 250
226-6887 shadetreemassagetherapy@
fastmail.com

HELP WANTED

68-YEAR-OLD disabled male looking for
home support in Silverton. 250-358-2756.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
needed part-time for local financial firm.
The successful applicant will be positive,
detail-oriented, an effective communicator,
and willing to learn. Own computer
required. You can work from home.
Training provided. To apply, email noah@
richlundy.com.
EXPERIENCED REPORTER wanted
at the Valley Voice. Part-time to start,
with possible opportunity to move to
full-time. Email resume to valleyvoice@
valleyvoice.ca by July 30 at 5 pm.

HOSPICE

NEW DENVER HOSPICE - Caring
volunteers provide, dignity, respect,
support at end of life, Contact, admin@
newdenverhospice.ca or Cathy Bazay,
403-923-9285.

Business Classifieds start at $10.00
Call 1-833-501-1700 for details

Evergreen
Dental Hygiene
Booking appointments
250-265-0387

Bill Lander
REALTOR®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

I show all my listings!
Serving the Slocan Valley for the
16th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson & Kaslo

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Your friendly
neighbourhood
financial coach

Noah Lundy
(250) 800-9250

MUSIC LESSONS

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

July 28, 2022 The Valley Voice

NOTICES

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS
a problem in your life? AA, NA and
ACA (Adult Children of Alcoholics/
Dysfunctional Families), AL-ANON
(family) meetings can help. For information
on AA: in New Denver, 250-358-7158;
Nakusp, 250-265-4216; Kaslo, 250-3539617. For NA: New Denver, 250-551-4043.
For AL-ANON (family): New Denver,
250-551-6540. For ACA (adult children of
alcoholics): Nakusp, 250-686-0567. Please,
if you can’t get through, try another number.
CARPENTER CREEK LAST WISHES
SOCIETY is a community resource,
providing step-by-step information
to assist in making informed choices
when pre-planning a personalized,
private funeral. 250-358-7760 www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca
HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU
KNOW been sexually assaulted and want
help? Call the Interior Crisis Line 24/7 at
1-888-353-CARE to discuss your options or
go directly to Arrow Lakes Hospital or your
local emergency room for confidential care.
FOREVER GREEN: SLGBS seeks
lifetime members supporting the creation

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground
Year-round facility
1-877-970-8090

HAIR

of New Denver’s green cemetery. Please
E-transfer $20 to slgreenburialsociety@
gmail.com or mail $20 with details to
SLGBS, Box 69, V0G 1S0.
PARENTS: ARE YOU CONCERNED
about your child or teen’s unhealthy
relationship with digital media? Want to
connect with other parents dealing with
similar issues? Sarah: 250-353-1737 or
baiyaat@me.com

PETS

COMMUNITY

renovation plumbing, water systems/
filtration, septic. 250-777-3588 (Tim);
www.paradisevalleyplumbing.ca or email:
schaferspeare@gmail.com.
S AT E L L I T E T V / I N T E R N E T installation, service & repair: Xplornet,
Shaw, Telus, Bell, and other systems - home
& business, audio/video, cell boosters &
Wi-Fi networks - TJF WORKS - James
250-505-8392.

NO SIT! Not your usual dog training class.
Find the AMAZING in your dog. www.
proudofmydog.ca

REAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE WANTED

SERVICES

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER and “B”ticket gasfitter for new construction or

coming events

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

LOOKING FOR OLD CARS, trucks,
Indian and Harley motorbikes and a
1966-1977 Ford Bronco. Please call 250299-9841.
SEEKING HOUSE-SITTING
opportunities over the summer in the
New Denver-Silverton area. Willing to
care for animals, keen to walk dogs. Have
experience and can provide references.
Darcy Lindsay: 250-777-7781.

Support the
Valley Voice
with a voluntary
subscription

NO OBLIGATION free home market
evaluations. Sarah Rilkoff, 250-509-0006.
Valhalla Path Realty.
WE’RE LOOKING FOR a small acreage
just outside of Kaslo. My wife, Niki Verzuh,
is from the Kootenays and we’re hoping to
move to your lovely area. Contact Neale
at (250) 221-1195 or nealesmith2905@
gmail.com Thanks very much!
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WANTED

BOOKKEEPER PROVIDING FULLCYCLE ACCOUNTING SERVICES.
GST, Payroll, Corporate and Personal
Income Taxes. Over 20 years experience
with excellent references. QuickBooks
desktop and online versions. Contact
Caroline at booksbycaroline@gmail.com

EDUCATION

Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order to:
Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Tuesday THRU Friday
– By Appointment –

358-7769

by Jan McMurray

Emergency room hours have been
temporarily reduced once again at the Slocan
Community Health Centre in New Denver.
Until further notice, the hours will be 8
am to 8 pm seven days a week. The reduced
hours began Monday, July 25.
“Interior Health is facing staffing
challenges and continues to recruit to fill
positions in New Denver. An update will be
provided as soon as we are able to return to
normal 24/7 operations,” states a press release
issued by Interior Health on Monday.
The emergency hours at the New Denver
facility were reduced January 20-May 10,
also due to staffing challenges. The service
resumed May 10 thanks to the recruitment
of two full-time nurses.
The closest 24/7 emergency department
is at the Arrow Lakes Hospital in Nakusp.
IH reminds people to call 911 during
an emergency, and HealthLink BC at 811
(24-hour service) if unsure whether or not to
seek emergency care.

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
Call Shon
250-265-3332
shonsbs@gmail.com

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST
STEEL TOE JOE’S
Automotive Repair
Joe Shaw

RECYCLING

AVA’S
Hair Studio

Emergency hours reduced in
New Denver

Owner & Journeyman Technician
3804 Pine Rd. Krestova, BC

805 Kildare Street, New Denver

778.454.0180

stjautomotive@gmail.com

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
August 5,
2022

250-358-7199

303-6th Avenue (Main St.), New Denver

TUES

COMPUTER
Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton

CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski
Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Offices in Silverton, Winlaw & Nakusp 250-358-2177

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

Over 20 years counselling experience supporting
clients experiencing stress, anxiety, grief and other
life changes. In person and Secure Video sessions.
Now offering somatic therapy. Offices in Silverton
and Nelson. 250-777-1704
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

GIFTS

SUPPORT FOR
YOUR SPIRIT

Bi-weekly book study, biweekly services, Tuesday
8 am meditation, monthly
Contemplative in the Kootenays
For information & links, contact
descamp@heartsrest.com
Turner Zion United Church of
Canada is alive and welcomes
you online—and in person.

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST

COMMUNITY
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Lardeau Valley Historical Society set to launch two projects
by Jan McMurray
The Lardeau Valley Historical
Society has recently received funding
from Heritage BC for two projects
– a heritage assessment of the main
museum building, and planning for a
Ktunaxa fishing history project.

Columbia Basin Trust Heritage
Planning Fund for $1,800 and will
cover the rest from its own funds.
The society acquired the historic
building in the mid-1990s and moved
it from Gerrard to Meadow Creek,
where it now serves as the museum.

The Lardeau Valley Museum
is housed in the historic Gerrard
Hatchery staff residence, now just
over 100 years old. The society is
looking to seek heritage status for the
building, says Peter Jonker, society
president.
The first step towards heritage
status is to hire a professional to do a
heritage and conservation assessment,
identifying the heritage values of the
building. The assessment can then
be used to support an application
for heritage status for the museum
building, either from the Regional
District of Central Kootenay or the
Province of BC, Jonker said.
Heritage BC has provided $1,500
towards the $3,500 project. The
society has an application in to the

The society has set its sights on
creating an outdoor pavilion featuring
the history of fishing and fisheries
management in the North Kootenay
Lake area from pre-contact to today.
The recent Heritage BC funding will
allow the society to plan for the first
part of the project: early Indigenous
fishing history.
“We want to learn about
Indigenous fishing techniques,
traveller routes and anything to do
with fishing as it was done in the past,
especially by the Ktunaxa ancestors,”
Jonker said.
Robin Louie, knowledge keeper
of the Lower Kootenay Band,
is the Ktunaxa project lead and
Patricia Lawrence, retired cultural
anthropologist from Cooper Creek, is
the Lardeau Valley Historical Society

Museum building
assessment

Ktunaxa fishing history

project lead.
“We have a group of 10 we are
expecting to meet with to create
a plan that will allow us to go for
subsequent funding for the project,”
Jonker said. “We’re super delighted
to have this great collaboration.
There’s lots of good will on both
sides. It’s all about reconciliation and

we are very happy to undertake this
journey with the Ktunaxa people.”
Jonker said they will be
determining who can tell the stories,
what media will be used for the
storytelling, and what artifacts
might be resourced for the project.
“Once those details are in place, then
subsequent funding will allow us

to get these stories recorded, using
different media.”
Heritage BC has provided $3,500
for this project, and the society has
requested just over $1,000 from the
Columbia Basin Trust’s Heritage
Planning Fund. All parties will make
in-kind contributions to make up the
balance of the almost $8,000 project.

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The old schoolhouse in South
Slocan is getting a new lease on
life – though it will be a shell of its
former self.
The RDCK board has approved
spending $150,000 for the creation
of “a new covered performance area
and community gathering space,
accessible to all regional residents
and visitors.”
The 90-year-old building, known
locally as the Old Schoolhouse, has
not been aging gracefully, and until
recently was due to be completely
demolished.
But now staff have come up with

plan that will give the schoolhouse a
kind of ‘afterlife.’
In place of the current building,
the RDCK will build a “community
park shelter and educational activity
area.” The existing footprint of
the building will be repurposed to
support a gazebo-like shelter. That
will serve as an outdoor performance
area (complete with theatre bench
seating), public washrooms, a
community gathering space, and
storage for park maintenance tools
and recreational materials.
“A centralized fireplace will
be added, along with seating to
facilitate local arts, recreation, and
community programming,” notes

a staff report. “Situated on RDCKowned land, the property will be
available for general community
park and greenspace use and will
be well suited for picnicking and
walking.”
While the $150,000 (coming from
Area H’s share of the Community
Works or gas tax funding) will
kickstart the project, it will cost more
than $1 million in total. More money
has to be secured, and work will be
completed in phases as the funding
is found, the report says.
An architect has drawn up plans
and demolition should begin soon;
the project should be completed by
2023.

New community space for South Slocan

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN
HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
SOLID
PLAN

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

K&A

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.

AVIS EXCAVATING

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

• Top Soil • Excavation • Ditching
• Water Lines • Land Improvement
• Sand & Gravel Delivery

Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Serving the Slocan Valley

Tim Reilly

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC VlL 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Jim Pownall
& Co.

S. KING, CET

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES

s.king@solid-plan.ca

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

DRAFTING AND DESIGN
(250) 358-7922

4619 Hwy 6, New Denver, BC V0G 1S1

Crane Service

Construction, timber framing and HRV
installations • Serving Nakusp & Area

250-265-7313

Wired by Alex
Medical and
recreational
cannabis seeds

Electrical Contracting Ltd
Alex Joseph
250-358-7721

Outlawseeds.
online

Experience the
WAUVIK touch!
For all your interior
renovation needs:
- Complete Drywall
Services
- Bathroom Renovations
- Carpentry and More....

Leaf Cabinetry

p: 250-226-7849
w: avisexcavating.com
Larry Avis: lmavis@telus.net

Randy
Speers
Construction

Over 20 yrs Experience

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

WCB/Licensed/Insured
Vik 250-505-6509

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

wauvikrenos@gmail.com

T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net

Darcy Feiffer

250-265-7437

Proudly Serving The Kootenays And Surrounding Areas
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Nakusp developer chafes at housing project delays
by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative reporter
A Nakusp land developer
says he wants to let people
know he’s still moving forward
with plans for a new housing
development in the community.
But James Kay says two years
after buying the Columbia Mills
land for new housing, it’s hard
not to get frustrated with the slow
pace of getting approvals.
“We’re getting some traction
with the current team [at the
Village] but we are anxious to
move forward,” says James Kay.
“We’ve been trying now for two
years and we have had some
challenges with getting towards
approval.”
Kay purchased the threeacre site called the Columbia
Mills property in 2020. Half
of it is zoned industrial, and a
tumbledown machine shop sits
on the site. There are also two
buildings on the property that are
currently leased out.
Kay has big plans for the
land. He wants to subdivide

it into 12 lots for much-need
single-family housing for the
community. The development
would come in two parts, with
the first seven units financing the
tear-down of the industrial shop
and that part of the property’s
rehabilitation.
“We know housing is really
constrained in the area and there
aren’t many lots downtown in the
core like this,” he says. “So we
want to create more single-family
opportunities for people to buy
and build and own, right in the
heart of Nakusp.”
But it’s turned into a painfully
slow process. Kay submitted
design plans for the project to
the Village administration for
review. The Village’s review
found several problems with
the plan, including things like
inadequate access for fire
equipment, infrastructure not
lining up with the Village grid and
poorly-aligned property lines.
Kay’s application was denied the
first time around.
Then there are other

problems, including having to
rezone the property before it
could be subdivided. The Village
was not going to subdivide
industrial land for sale. On top of
it all, renovations were made on
one of the current houses without
proper building permits.
The Village has had its own
issues. There’s been changeover
in chief administrative officers –
three in two years – and a heavy
staff workload.
While Kay says the newly
installed CAO Wayne Robinson
is a “breath of fresh air,” he can’t
help but show frustration at how
the system isn’t responding to a
project to help ease such a big
issue as housing.
“We reapplied, and the
approving officer said the
subdivision ‘wasn’t in the best
interest in the village,’” he says.
“And we got turned down again.”
Kay says he went back to
the Village for clarity on what
they needed.
But CAO Wayne Robinson
says there’s a good reason that the

building inspector may have used
those words – and mistakes made
in planning can cost taxpayers
down the road. “That’s actually
what an approving officer is
always looking at, what is in the
best interest of the community,”
he told the Valley Voice. “The
approving officer at the time
was looking at the plan that was
submitted to them, and it was
in their professional opinion it
wasn’t in the community’s best
interest.”
Robinson said the Village
has continued to work closely
with Kay, and is moving forward
to clear the issue of the building
permit on the one property as
soon as possible.
Robinson notes the Village
is also currently revamping
its planning department and
procedures, and hiring a specialist
to help streamline the system.
“I do acknowledge our
processes are not as streamlined
as they could be, compared
to other local governments,
however, we received a grant to

by Margaret Scaia
Council is on the lookout
for land for housing projects.
Staff was asked to complete
an inventory of all vacant and
improved municipal property
for potential housing initiatives.
This was discussed at the June
22 Committee of the Whole
meeting, and Mayor Ferguson
restated council’s concerns
about the shortage of not only
affordable housing, but any
housing. As Mayor Ferguson
pointed out, there is not much use
in considering housing projects
if there is no land available on
which to build. Staff will also
organize a meeting to discuss
current housing trends in
Silverton, look at successful
housing initiatives undertaken
by other local governments, and
options available to Silverton
council. Councillor Main thanked
Councillors den Bok and Mills for
moving this discussion forward.

Village office review

individual event, and said a
full-time liquor licence would
enhance the enjoyment of the
events and provide revenue for
the organization. Staff will report
back.

said he was disappointed
with attendance at the recent
FireSmart event and feels another
session needs to be held. He
also reminded people that there
is FireSmart information at the
Village Office. He praised the
Fire Smart program and made
a point to say that people would
be surprised at the commonsense and low-cost approaches to
making our properties and homes
FireSmart.

by Jan McMurray
The medical bus service
from Nakusp to Vernon and
Kelowna will be running twice
a month, beginning in August.
It has been running weekly for
years. “We’ve been going to the
Okanagan every Wednesday,
but we didn’t get the funding
we had counted on and with the
price of gas, we had to cut back,”
explained Tim Payne of Arrow
& Slocan Lakes Community
Services, which operates the
bus service.
Payne said the bus service
“survives on grants and
contributions from folks.”
The organization has received
more than $20,000 for the bus
from the Columbia Basin Trust
Community Initiatives and

Affected Areas Program in past
years, but received significantly
less this year.
Passengers are charged $20
for a round trip to Vernon and
$25 to Kelowna. The bus seats
14 people, but rarely fills up.
“So that doesn’t cover the gas
and the $50 honorarium we pay
our volunteer drivers, plus we
buy their lunch – and then there’s
maintenance and repairs,” Payne
said. “It’s always been tight to
operate, but now without the
funding, we’re between a rock
and a hard place. And we know
it’s going to inconvenience our
seniors.”
The bus is primarily
for seniors with medical
appointments in the Okanagan.
Seats that aren’t taken by seniors

Silverton council, July 13: Seeking land for housing projects
Staff was asked to do a
review of the current structural,
functional, and operational
status of the Village office. This
information will help assess
“consideration of future building
renovations of the facility or
consideration of alternatives that
would serve as a civic facility
in the interest of operations that
meet the needs of the organization
and the community.”

Liquor licence for arts
centre

Staff will look into the
regulations around a full-time
liquor licence for the Slocan Lake
Arts Centre (formerly known as
the Silverton Gallery). Councillor
denBok, council’s liaison on the
arts centre board, said the regular
outdoor events at the centre have
been community building and
very successful. He pointed out
that the centre currently has
to apply for a licence for each

Expanded public time

Members of the public each
now have three minutes rather
than two minutes to address
council during public input time
at council meetings. The Council
Procedures Bylaw was amended
to reflect this change. Councillor
Leah Main and Mayor Ferguson
commented on the importance of
encouraging public participation,
and suggested that Committee of
the Whole meetings may be the
best venue for this.

Emergency
management

Mayor Ferguson reported that
he and members of council met
with Michelle Griffiths of SIFCo
(Slocan Valley’s community
forest) to discuss FireSmart
initiatives in Silverton. Ferguson

Councillor Brian Mills
reported on the development of
an emergency contact list for
the community, with a focus
on identifying individuals who
may need assistance in case
of emergency or evacuation.
Congruent with this initiative is
a review of public buildings in
the town and consideration of
installing heat pumps and backup generators for emergencies.

can be booked by others, but
Payne says there are not a lot
of people who take advantage
of that.
The organization is looking
for other funding, Payne says,
and can make some money by
making the bus available to
other community organizations

for seniors’ outings around
Nakusp. “We really need reliable
funding,” he said. “We will
reevaluate in the fall.”
The medical bus was gifted
to Arrow & Slocan Lakes
Community Services by Interior
Health, who used to run it out of
Arrow Lakes Hospital.

Fire Smart

Nakusp-to-Okanagan medical bus to run less frequently

Are you passionate about community service?
Nakusp Rotary may have a place for you!

Contact Sara Collinson for details.
saracoll@telus.net

go over our planning processes,
streamlining them and improving
them for the benefit of both the
local taxpayers and developers,”
he says. “We’re going through
that process right now with our
consultant.”
The Village will also be
passing a whole new zoning
bylaw in the fall, which will
address Kay’s zoning issues and
allow him to subdivide. Robinson
notes Kay could have applied
for the rezoning earlier if he
wanted to pay for a stand-alone

19
application. Instead, he chose
to wait for the public process to
do the job.
Kay says he’s continuing
to work on the project and he
continues to look forward to
working with council. But he just
wishes it could all be a lot easier
– he had contractors ready to start
work in the spring of 2021, but
he hasn’t had an approval in the
meantime.
“But we think we are getting
very close,” he told the Valley
Voice. “We’re almost there.”

Open 7 days a week
Admission is only $5, Children under 12 may enter for free!
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Artist Delreé Dumont back at Studio Connexion
submitted
The fifth show of the summer
series is with Indigenous artist Delreé
Dumont, who is returning to Studio
Connexion for a second exhibition.
Titled RESPECT, her new collection
of paintings will be on display August

3-20.
Dereé’s Cree name is Wâpiski
Kinêw Esquao, which means White
Eagle Woman. Her family is from Onion
Lake Cree Nation in Saskatchewan. She
has been living in the Arrow Lakes
region for two years.

She titled her art show RESPECT as
Indigenous people have had respect for
Mother Nature since time immemorial.
She named this show after Respect as
her paintings reflect this relationship
with Mother Earth, the First Peoples, the
natural world and wildlife. Her paintings

also reflect her experiences as an
Indigenous woman. Her style is called
pointillism and she has been painting in
this style, full time, since 2014.
This last year, she has been busy
creating paintings not only for Studio
Connexion Art Gallery but also for the

Delreé Dumont’s new show, RESPECT, is on display at Studio Connexion August 3-20 and is
part of the Columbia Basin Culture Tour August 6 and 7.

Proud to bring you the 14th season!
JULY 12 - JULY 30:
AUGUST 3 - 20: 		
AUG. 24 - SEPT. 10:
SEPT. 13 - OCT. 1:

Lori KORKOLA
Delreé DUMONT
Ann EYNON
Chantal JULIEN

Gallery Hours: Tues. - Sat. 11 am to 4 pm • More Info: 250.265.8888
203 Fifth Avenue NW Nakusp
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Revelstoke Visual Arts Centre. Aside
from giving online classes during
the pandemic, she squeezed in some
commissions and put the final touches
on the house they recently built in the
Arrow Lakes.
In February 2022, she offered her
first live class in Revelstoke and has
since taught several pointillism classes
at elementary schools in Alberta. She
has been travelling back and forth from
Alberta to BC, attending Indigenous
arts and craft shows, and performing
traditional dance.
She is also in the process of making
a 12-foot jingle dancer, which will
be installed at the Luna Festival in
Revelstoke this September.
Anne Béliveau, the curator at
Studio Connexion, likes to feature a
local artist during the Columbia Basin
Culture Tour and was very pleased when
Delreé accepted her second invitation.
The tour takes place Saturday, August
6 and Sunday, August 7. Delreé will be
in attendance on the Saturday afternoon
from 1 to 4 pm. Other fine artworks by
artists from across Canada will be also
on display.
Studio Connexion is located in the
heart of Nakusp at 203 Fifth Avenue
NW, just two-and-a-half short blocks
from Broadway Street. Regular gallery
hours are 11 am to 4 pm, Tuesday to
Saturday. During the Culture Tour, the
gallery will be open from 10 am to 5 pm,
Saturday and Sunday. It is also possible
to arrange other times by calling or
texting Anne at 250-265-8888.

